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Relation extraction, the task of extracting facts from natural language text and creating machine

readable knowledge, is a great dream of artificial intelligence. Today, most approaches to relation

extraction are based on machine learning and thus starved by scarce training data. Distant super-

vision, which automatically creates training data, only works with relations that already populate

a knowledge base. In particular, most dynamic, time dependent event relations are ephemeral and

are rarely stored in a pre-existing knowledge base. This drawback seriously limits the usability of

distant supervision.

To address the challenges of relation extraction, we present four novel techniques VELVET,

NEWSSPIKE-PARA, NEWSSPIKE-RE, NEWSSPIKE-SCALE. They are based on two key ideas.

The first is ontological smoothing, that allows us to map the target relations to database views over

a background knowledge base, and thus allow distant supervision to work on the user specified

relations. The second is temporal correspondence, that allows us to exploit parallel news streams

to generate accurate training sentences for large sets of event relations.

In this dissertation, we formalize the characteristics necessary for ontological smoothing and

temporal correspondence. We develop the algorithms that automatically learn scalable relation

extractors. The results of our experiments show that the learned extractors predict high quality

extractions for both static and event relations.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Relation extraction, the task of extracting facts from natural language text and creating machine-

readable text, is one of the great challenges of artificial intelligence. Today, the Internet contains

an almost infinite amount of text and is still growing rapidly. It stores information about almost

every aspect of human knowledge. Most of the information is still contained in unstructured doc-

uments. If relation extraction techniques could be successfully applied, the possible applications

would be nearly endless. For instance, we could build question answering systems that extract,

organize and understand billions of facts stated on web pages. The system could satisfy users’

complex information needs and far exceed the abilities of today’s search engines. We could devel-

op analytic systems to automatically analyze the growing volume of professional reports, which are

exploitable primarily by experts today. We could comprehend the interests and trends of billions

of people by parsing their public posts and comments. Organizations and governments could gain

better insights into their operations from these analytic systems. We could automatically discover

facts from academic literature to support research, reasoning and hypothesis generation. We could

invent advanced human-computer interaction systems that have the ability to recognize human’s

intentions in natural languages and grow their own machine intelligence from self-supervised read-

ing.

Because of its great potential, relation extraction has been the subject of enormous amounts of

research. However, the task is far more difficult than it seems. In fact, human-level understanding

of natural language text is one of the ultimate goals of artificial intelligence. Different frameworks

could be proposed to reach this ultimate goal. One promising and widely adopted idea is to split

the overall goal of creating machine-readable text into several subtasks. Typical subtasks include:

• Representing the needed knowledge in an ontology, or a knowledge base. A typical ontology
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contains a set of objects, which are often called entities, a set of classes of the entities, often

called types and a set of relations between the entities and types that are related to one another.

• Recognizing entities from text, which is often called name entity recognition (NER). Typical

NER tasks involve figuring out the boundary of the entity and assigning a unique or multiple

types from the ontology to the entity.

• Extracting the relations between the entities from the unstructured text and populating the

extracted facts to the knowledge base. Typical extraction takes an individual sentence or a set

of sentences as input and outputs the relations among the entities stated in the input texts.

When an ontology is populated with the corresponding entities and relations, it is often called

a knowledge base. Since the facts in the knowledge base are structured data, they can be queried

much more easily with a formal language e.g. SQL, in contrast to searching in unstructured text.

Although it has been shown that machine learning approaches are promising for many natu-

ral language processing tasks, it remains very hard to develop successful extractors, especially for

large ontologies. One major challenge is that traditional learning approaches require an enormous

amount of human effort to annotate enough training data. For example, more than 100,000 an-

notated training words were provided for TAC KBP 2011, an evaluation of relation extraction for

just 16 relations. Since hundreds and thousands of training examples per relation are needed, the

cost to build the extractors can become incredibly high when we want to meet a user’s arbitrary

information need, which could easily scale up to thousands of relations. What is worse, annotators

often come across extremely skewed data: the vast majority of sentences do not contain any facts

about the target relations. For example, Riedal et al. [99] employed a dataset where the positive

sentence ratio of the top 50 relations from Freebase was less than 2%. This means that after la-

beling one thousand sentences, the annotators might only have collected twenty positive examples.

The annotation cost makes it impractical to naively employ supervised learning approaches.

To reduce the labeling effort, researchers introduced the idea of distant supervision, or weak

supervision, a technique for automatically creating training data by heuristically matching the ex-

amples of an existing database’s relation to text. Since the matching can be largely conducted
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automatically, a vast amount of training data can be collected almost for free, in contrast to the

costly manual labeling. Although distant supervision is very promising and works well in some

situations, it has two major limitations. First, distant supervision only works when one has a large

set of ground relation instances for every target relation. It often means the target relation must

come directly from the off-the-shelf ontology. What can be done if a user wishes to quickly create

an extractor, yet only has time to specify a handful of examples? Second, distant supervision is lim-

ited to relatively static facts, (e.g. born-in(person,location)) where the relevant examples exist in a

corresponding knowledge base. But what about dynamic event relations such as travel-to(person,

location), when these time-dependent facts are ephemeral, and are rarely stored in pre-existing

knowledge bases?

Our goal in this work is to develop techniques that allow users to create quality extractors for

a wide range of relations. The target ontology could include both static relations and dynamic

event relations. We will do this by exploiting the ideas of ontological smoothing and temporal

correspondence. The key idea of ontological smoothing is to map target relations to knowledge

bases and therefore enable distant supervision to use hidden instances that do not directly exist in

the knowledge base. The key idea of temporal correspondence is to exploit the attributes of the

parallel news streams to generate training data for time-dependent, event relations. Our key ideas

may be summarized with the following thesis statement:

We can create quality relation extractors with minimal human effort for a broad range

of relations, including both static relations and event relations, by exploiting (1) onto-

logical smoothing, and (2) parallel news streams.

In the rest of this introduction we first provide a broad overview of the problem of machine

reading and relation extraction to provide the context of this dissertation. We then present our

basic ideas of ontological smoothing and temporal correspondence and describe how they have the

potential to build quality relation extractors. Finally, we discuss the contributions of this disserta-

tion.
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1.1 Relation Extraction and its Challenges

One of the great promises of artificial intelligence is to enable machines to understand text. To

better explain how to create machine understandable text, we start with a simple example.

1.1.1 A Simple Use Case

Suppose there is the following snippet of text in the news on April 30th, 2015:

LinkedIn stock plunged by 25 percent today... “LinkedIn just purchased Lynda.com, an

online learning company, for $1.5 billion,” said Jeff Weiner, LinkedIn’s CEO.

If a human were presented with this text, he would soon get many facts, such as

LinkedIn stock plunged by 25%

LinkedIn purchased Lynda.com

Lynda.com is an online learning company

LinkedIn spent $ 1.5 billion

Jeff Weiner is the CEO of LinkedIn

The ambitious goal of relation extraction is to enable the machine to have the intelligence

to understand the text and get the facts like humans. But it immediately raises a challenging

question: how could we represent and store those facts? For example, LinkedIn stock plunged

by 25 percent also means LinkedIn stock drops 25 percent and also means LinkedIn stock is

down 25 percent. Although these facts are all true and useful, it is not only inefficient but also

impossible to store all of them in the knowledge base, considering that there could be trillions of

documents. A much more practical method is to introduce the idea of ontology, which contains the

relations that are interesting or useful. For example, a simple ontology could include the following

relations:

stock fall (Organization, Percent)
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stock rise (Organization, Percent)1

buy (Organization, Organization)

ceo (Person, Organization)

pay (Organization, Money)2

Given the ontology, the task of relation extraction becomes much more straightforward: the

extraction system should recognize the facts stated in the text and fill in the argument “slots” for

the relations in the ontology. For example, Linked Stock plunged by 25% stated a fact of fall

(Organization, Percent). We only need to add one tuple, fall (LinkedIn, 25%), to the knowledge

base. A successful extraction system would provide us the following tuples after reading the given

snippet of text:

fall (LinkedIn, 25%)

buy (LinkedIn, Lynda.com)

pay (LinkedIn, $ 1.5 billion)

ceo (Jeff Weiner, LinkedIn)

When tuples are populated into the knowledge base, the corresponding facts are organized as

structured data. We can easily query them to serve a large variety of purposes. The following sim-

ple example compares relation extraction with the traditional search engine, to show how relation

extraction system can satisfy users’ information needs in different ways.

Suppose that on April 30th, 2015, a user read in a news story that LinkedIn stock plunged

25%, and naturally wondered about the performance of other high-tech stocks. As a proficient

user of search engines, he enumerated the names of the companies and submitted a list of queries

like Google stock, Facebook stock, Twitter stock and so on. After reading many news stories

and charts, he found out that Twitter’s stock also dropped while others remained stable.

Given a relation extraction system and a knowledge base, the task would become much easier.

1For simplicity, we write them as fall/rise (Organization, Percent) in this dissertation.
2The paying event is implicit for the buying event.
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The extractor has already scanned today’s news article and extracted many facts. Since the user

was interested in the relation fall (Organization, Percent), the knowledge base could immediately

provide many tuples to him such as

fall (Twitter, 10%)

fall (Yelp, 20%)

fall (LinkedIn, 25%)

Even if the user did not think of Yelp, the knowledge base could still extract the fact because

it knows that “Yelp” is an organization and its stock was down that day. Similarly, if the user is

interested in the relation buy (Organization, Organization), the relation extractor, which has read

billions of documents already, could provide the facts such as buy (Facebook, Oculus) and buy

(Google, Waze) immediately with no need for users to submit queries.

1.1.2 Supervised Learning Framework

Given the task of relation extraction, supervised learning is a natural option to consider. In this

section, we introduce the common framework of supervised learning approaches for relation ex-

traction. We then discuss their limitations because of the special challenges of relation extraction

in Section 1.1.3.

Similar to any supervised learning method, supervised relation extraction systems require us to

(1) annotate the training data, (2) generate features for the data, and (3) learn the model. Then, we

also need to (4) run the models on test data and (5) evaluate the performance.

What are the training and test data of relation extraction? It is a surprisingly hard question

to answer. When a person reads an article, a sentence or even a single word, he would recall a

considerable amount of relevant information and use that to better understand the text. So a data

point of a relation extraction system could be almost anything: a sentence, an article, a bag of

sentences/articles, a sentence with relevant context and so on. For example, for the purpose of

populating the knowledge base, we could study bags of sentences describing the same entities. We
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Relation Sentence with Identified Entities
ceo(Person, Organization) Tim Cook is the CEO of Apple .
NA The stakes are also high for Google and Apple .
buy(Organization, Organization) Google ’s takeover of Youtube .

Table 1.1: A simple annotation task for three sentences with identified entities. Suppose there are
two relations in the ontology ceo(Person, Organization) and buy(Organization, Organization).

call such an extraction system aggregate-level extraction, which uses overall statistical properties

of the text to deduce likely relations without being able to identify any single sentence that confirms

the relation by itself.

But for the fundamental purpose of relation extraction, i.e. understanding the text like humans

and creating machine-readable data, the extractor should also work on individual sentences, i.e. jus-

tify any new addition to the knowledge base with a supporting sentence. For example, the system

should immediately extract the fact buy(LinkedIn, Lynda.com) after reading the snippet LinkedIn

just purchased Lynda.com., rather than waiting until it reads another sentence LinkedIn bought

Lynda.com. We call such an extraction system sentence-level extraction or sentential extraction.

It is not hard to see that sentence-level extraction is more fundamental and also more challeng-

ing. Therefore, we view sentence-level extraction as one of the most important goals of this work.

Because of this goal, sentences are our major training and testing examples.

To annotate one training sentence, the annotator should label the relations stated in the text and

fill in the arguments of that relation. In practice, the arguments are often name entities recognized

by some name recognition system.

Table 1.1 shows a simple annotation task for three sentences. Note that the second sentence

does not state any of the relations in the ontology. So it is labeled as NA, which means the sentence

is a negative example for the model.

Similar to any other machine learning problem, relation extractors need to convert the training

and testing sentences into a list of features. Features from the sentences should have the potential to

describe the relationship between the arguments. For example, a bag of words representation could
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be useful. A popular type of feature encodes both the dependency path between the arguments

and the argument types. For example, given the sentence Tim Cook is the CEO of Apple, the

name entity recognizer gives us the type of Time Cook, Apple as Person and Organization,

respectively; while the syntactic parser gives us the following dependencies nsubj(CEO, Cook),

nmodOf(CEO, Apple). With them, we could create a feature for the entity pair as Person←

nsubj← CEO→ nmodOf→ Organization.

Given the labels and features of the sentences, various machine learning algorithms could be

used to learn the model. The goal of the model is to predict whether any target relation is stated

in the test sentence. In the testing phase, we could enumerate the entity pairs in the sentences,

create features for every entity pair, and predict the relations for them. For example, the sentence

Tim Cook succeed Steve Jobs as the CEO of Apple contains three name entities as indi-

cated by the boxes. There could be 6 ordered candidate pairs that lead to 6 different test sentences.

Each would have different sets of features and the learned model could be applied on each of them.

To understand how well a relation extraction system works, one typically measures its perfor-

mance in terms of precision and recall,

Precision =
tp

tp+ fp
,

Recall =
tp

tp+ fn
.

where tp (true positives) is the number of relation instances that are extracted and that are truly

expressed in the text, fp (false positives) the number that are extracted but that are not actually

expressed in the text, and fn (false negatives) the number that are expressed in the text but missed.

Intuitively, high recall means that the system is able to detect most of the times that a relation is

expressed in text, and high precision means that it does not confuse different relations in its output.

If a single metric is desired, one can combine precision and recall to their harmonic mean, which

is called F-measure,

F = 2 · precision · recall
precision + recall

.
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1.1.3 Challenges

Supervised learning approaches seem to be a good fit for the problem of relation extraction. An-

notation could be expensive, but one may think the cost to label thousands of sentences is still

affordable. But unfortunately, the key issue is that there could be tens of thousands of relations.

The cost to label enough training sentences for every relation is unacceptable. In addition, relation

extraction has several special challenges that make simple supervised learning approaches fail to

scale up in practice.

Skewed Data Challenge

First, the dataset tends to be extremely skewed. Given an ontology, most sentences do not ex-

press any facts of the relations in the ontology. For example, we analyzed the dataset used by

Riedel et al. [100]. For the top 50 relations in Freebase, the ratio of the positive sentences is

less than 2%. To understand how skewed data makes machine learning difficult, let us compare

relation extraction with another NLP problem, sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis involves

predicting whether the text expresses positive or negative opinion. Suppose we have collected a set

of comments from shopping websites, most snippets would express some attitude, either positive

or negative. So if we annotate a small set of snippets, almost every label could contribute to the

learning process in some way. Unfortunately, for relation extraction, annotators are easily over-

whelmed by negative sentences: after labeling a thousand sentences, the annotators may have only

collected dozens of positive examples. What is worse, most negative sentences carry very weak

information and make almost no contribution to the learning process. Note that Freebase ontology

includes some very common relations like contains (location, location). If the relation is less

common (e.g. ceo (person, organization)), only a very tiny fraction of sentences in the dataset

would state that relation, which makes the task of finding candidates for annotators to label very

hard.
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Synonym Challenge

A synonym is a word or phrase that means exactly or nearly the same as another word or phrase

in the same language. For relation extraction, the synonym challenge means that there exist many

different ways in which the same relation could be stated in text. To see how synonym challenge

makes relation extraction difficult, consider the following examples:

Tim Cook, the CEO of Apple, . . .

Tim is the chief executive of Apple.

Cook who heads Apple . . .

CEO, chief executive, and head all state the same relation. If we want to learn a quality

extractor, we must let the learning model receive those synonym signals. But how could we ac-

complish this? There are a large number of expression that are related to the concept but many of

them occur very few times in the corpus. It could be very hard to find them and put them in a small

set of examples so annotators are able to label them.

Polysemy Challenge

Just as the same relation could be stated by multiple expressions, there are often semantic variations

of the same word or phrase. Consider the following examples:

Cook who heads Apple . . .

Lebron James heads to Cleveland

Barack Obama heads to Boston . . .

All these sentences share almost identical words and structures, but the word head has three

different meanings. In the first sentence, head means Cook is the chief of the company Apple.

In the second sentence, head means Lebron James joins the team Cleveland Cavaliers. In the

third sentence, head means Barack Obama travels to the city Boston.
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Why does polysemy make relation extraction challenging? Suppose we have Lebron James

heads to Cleveland in the training data and the annotator correctly labels the relation as join

(person, organization). This training example tells the model that when it sees some pattern like

person head to location, it could predict join (person, organization), which is a clear over-

generalization. How could we avoid such errors? We must provide negative signals (e.g. including

Barack Obama heads to Boston in the training set) to tell the model that person head to

location is not a good pattern. It is next to impossible to generate a manually labeled training set

that provides enough such signals.

The skewed data, synonym, and polysemy challenges make relation extraction a very hard

problem. In particular, simply applying the traditional supervised learning framework may work

in some situations, but it is not promising for scaling up to large ontologies with arbitrary relations

in which users are interested.

To address the challenges of relation extraction, we have exploited a knowledge base and a large

amount of unlabeled corpus to develop weak supervision and ontological smoothing techniques.

Furthermore, to handle event relations that do not populate the knowledge base, we have exploited

parallel news streams and developed temporal correspondence techniques. We will introduce each

of these in the next two sections.

1.2 Distant Supervision and Ontological Smoothing

Because of the challenges of relation extraction, it is hard to manually label a complex, sufficiently

diverse gold training set for large sets of relations. A natural question arises: are there automated

or semi-automated methods that allow us to generate a large training set? Unlike humans who can

only read and label limited amount of examples, automatic methods could easily scan billions of

sentences and have the potential to provide a large training corpus. Certainly, automatic methods

would generate noisy training data, but hopefully the massive quantity could compensate for the

quality. Intrigued by this motivation, researchers have proposed distant supervision, a technique

that heuristically matches the contents of the knowledge base to the text in order to automatically

create training data for learning extractors. Suppose we are interested in the relation ceo (person,
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isCEOof
Tim Cook Apple
Steve Jobs Apple
Satya Nadella Microsoft
Larry Page Google

Table 1.2: An example table from knowledge base with company CEOs.

Tim Cook , the CEO of Apple . . .

Steve Jobs co-founded Apple Computers . . .

. . . Google ’s chief business officer talks about how Larry Page has changed.

Satya Nadella is chief executive officer of Microsoft .

Table 1.3: Some example sentences from the unlabeled corpus. Each of them contains a pair of
entities from Table 1.2. The entities are highlighted by boxes.

organization), and the knowledge base has a table with company CEOs, and we also have a large

corpus of unlabeled sentences. Table 1.3 shows some example sentences. Each of them happens

to contain a pair of entities of the relation instances from Table 1.2.

The idea of distant supervision is to treat all sentences in Table 1.3 as training sentences for the

relation ceo (Person, Organization). These new annotations can then be used to train a relation

extractor in the same way they are used to train a supervised relation extractor. If a sentence is

matched to an instance in the table, it is given a positive label; otherwise it gets a negative label.

Distant supervision holds the promise of generating vast amounts of training sentences. But

unfortunately, the technique only works if we make certain assumptions. First, any sentence that

contains a match for any instance in the knowledge base truly expresses that relation; second, any

pair of entities should only belong to a single table in the knowledge base; third, we assume that

we have a table in the knowledge base that contains instances of the relation we are interested in.

If the first assumption is violated, we have noisy annotations in the generated training data. In

Table 1.3, Steve Jobs co-founded Apple Computers is a false positive sentence for relation
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ceo (Person, Organization), though the fact in the knowledge base is correct and Steve Jobs

was truly the CEO of Apple.

At least co-found is a related concept with ceo; the other sentence Google ’s chief business

officer talks about how Larry Page has changed is completely irrelevant to the relation, but

it will still be used as a true positive for learning extractors.

If the second assumption is violated, an individual sentence would be annotated several times in

the training set. For example, the knowledge base contains the fact ceo(Steve Jobs, Apple) and

found (Steve Jobs, Apple), so the sentence Steve Jobs co-founded Apple Computers would

have two labels. Such overlapping labels often mislead the learning algorithms: they are not true

positives but are still used as positive examples by distant supervision.

To handle the problem of noisy training data and overlapping labels, we developed MULTIR. It

is a system based on a new statistical model that uses multi-instance learning to combat the noise

in the training data and allow multi-labels on the entity pairs to handle the overlapping relations.

The system combines a sentence-level extraction model with a simple, corpus-level component

for aggregating the individual facts. The techniques of MULTIR are beyond the scope of this

dissertation, but are explained in the 2011 paper by Hoffmann et al. [55].

The violation of the first and second assumption may lead to low quality extractors, but if the

third assumption is violated, distant supervision techniques could not even be used at all, since the

knowledge base would not provide any examples for heuristic matching.

Even if the relation does exist in some knowledge base somewhere in the world, how could

the user find this knowledge base for distant supervision? For example, the user is interested in

building an extractor for parent (person, person). In Freebase, a very large knowledge base,

there are tables father (person, person) and mother (person, person). In order to apply distant

supervision, the user must first find the two tables and then merge their instances to create a new

table. Consider another relation isCoachedBy(person/athlete, person/coach), which tells us

who the coach of an athlete is. But in Freebase, we note that there are tables

baseballPlayerForTeam(baseballPlayer, baseballTeam)
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Figure 1.1: The basic idea of ontological smoothing: given the target relations and a few training
instances, we build a mapping from the target relations to the large background database or knowl-
edge base, which contains millions of entities and thousands of relations. The mapping provides us
database views, which allows us to retrieve many more instances that are deemed similar to those
of the target relation. With the new instances, distant supervision can be employed to learn the
extractors.

baseballHeadCoach(baseballTeam, baseballCoach)

footballPlayerForTeam(footballPlayer, footballTeam)

footballCurrentCoach(footballPlayer, footballCoach)

Since the relations have been broken into separate tables for individual sports and the tables are

normalized in a manner that eliminates a simple analogue, it remains unclear how to use distant

supervision techniques to build the extractor.

The above examples show that distant supervision does not necessarily mean that we could

build the extractors for free for any relation. In fact, it requires considerable effort to search the

right knowledge base, find the right tables, and put them together to create the right instances.

What can be done if a user wishes to quickly create an extractor, yet only has time to specify a

handful of examples? Could we automatically find the right instances for the relations of interest

and enable the distant supervision algorithms to proceed?

To address this problem, we present VELVET, with a novel technique called ontological s-
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moothing. Figure 1.1 shows the basic idea of ontological smoothing. Given the target relations

and a few training instances, we build a mapping from the target relations to the large background

database or knowledge base, which contains millions of entities and thousands of relations. The

mapping provides us database views, which allow us to retrieve many more instances that are

deemed similar to those of the target relation. With the new instances, distant supervision can be

employed to learn the extractors.

The challenge of ontological smoothing is that it could be hard to map the target relation to

the right tables in the background knowledge base. It is easy to see some simple keyword-based

retrieval is insufficient. Instead, one should consider the large space of mappings formed by col-

lections of database operations like join, union, project, and select. For the above parent(person,

person), the ontological smoothing should return the union of two tables, i.e.

father (person, person)
⋃

mother (person, person).

For the above isCoachedBy(person/athlete, person/coach) example, the best mapping is a

union using the following expression for various sports:

playForTeam(player, team) ./ teamCoach(team, coach)

where ./ represents the join operator for two tables. We will present the technique details of

ontological smoothing in Chapter 2.

We discussed the challenges of relation extraction in the last section. How can distant su-

pervision and ontological smoothing be useful in handling these challenges? First, an unlabeled

corpus for heuristic matching is cheap. With ontological smoothing, we would obtain a set of

positive instances for every target relation, and these instances would further lead us to a set of

sentences annotated as positive from the unlabeled corpus. Such a procedure helps us to overcome

the skewed data challenge. Second, the large unlabeled sentence corpus contains an enormous

amount of different expressions and phrases. If one expression is a good way to state a relation, it

is very likely that this expression exists in the unlabeled corpus and was once used to state some

facts from the knowledge base. These expressions help us to handle synonym challenges. Third,

when there are multiple relations in the target ontology, sentences with the same expression but

having different semantic meanings would be heuristically annotated as different relations. They
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enable the learning algorithms to distinguish the polysemous meanings of the same expression.

With ontological smoothing, we significantly enhance the flexibility of distant supervision;

users can now define their target relations with much more freedom, and VELVET helps the users

to find relation instances and proceed with distant supervision.

Although distant supervision and ontological smoothing can work well in many situations, they

have an obvious limitation: all entities and instances must come from the knowledge base. What

about dynamic event relations, such as travel-to (person, location)? In the next section, we will

inxtroduce a brand new idea to handle relation extraction over dynamic event relations: temporal

correspondence to exploit parallel news streams.

1.3 Parallel News Streams and Temporal Correspondence

In this section, we will present an idea to exploit parallel news streams for relation extraction. As

we discussed in the last section, distant supervision and ontological smoothing works for relations

and instances pre-existing in the knowledge base, but they are incapable of building relation ex-

tractors for the event relations (i.e. fluents), such as travel-to(person, location), if no suitable

knowledge base exists. We will call the task of extracting dynamic event relations “event extrac-

tion” in this dissertation.

Why is event extraction important? Knowledge of real-time events is crucial for making in-

formed decisions in many fields, such as finance and politics. Indeed, stream data like news stories,

blogs, and posts in social media report vast numbers of events every minute. Unlike many static

facts, which are available in some knowledge bases, the facts stated in the fluent data are often ex-

clusively contained in unstructured text. If a user is interested in the birth date of Albert Einstein,

the answer is in a structured, machine-readable Wikipedia infobox because there are communities

who are willing to type in birth dates for celebrities. But if he wants to know the meeting itinerary

of a politician, which is expressed exclusively in the latest news articles, he must build an event

extractor for meet with (person, person), let it run on recent stories, and check the output facts.

Since knowledge bases typically do not exist for event relations, one cannot use distant su-

pervision - with or without ontological smoothing. In addition, supervised learning with human
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annotated training data is also impractical for the reasons described in Section 1.1. So the question

is, could we get the training signals to learn the extractors from anywhere else?

When we are interested in the relation travel to (person, location), it is straightforward to

look at the sentences in news stories that contain people as the named entities and also the key

phrase travel to between two persons. Fortunately, there are many such sentences:

As U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry traveled to Saudi Arabia on Tuesday . . .

. . . said Julie Bishop , who traveled to New York to negotiate . . .

Barack Obama travels to Israel for first trip as president .. . .

This means that news stories report many relevant events of the target relation, i.e. travel to

(John Kerry, Saudi Arabia), travel to (Julie Bishop, New York), travel to (Barack Obama,

Israel). But it is clear to see that it is impossible to build a high recall extractor merely with those

sentences: the extractor would have no generalization ability and could only recognize the event

from the sentence containing the phrase travel to.

A straightforward way to build the extractor is to use the above instances of the target relation

to apply distant supervision. For example, when we know travel to (Barack Obama, Israel),

we could match the entity pair Barack Obama, Israel to the unlabeled sentences and generate

training data. Unfortunately, the direct usage of distant supervision will not work. It is because

event relations are often strongly time dependent. When we match Barack Obama, Israel to the

unlabeled corpus, we would see the following sentences:

Barack Obama restates support of Israel in synagogue speech.

US President Barack Obama told Israeli television . . .

Barack Obama faces heckler in Israel.

. . . in the relationship between the United States and Israel, Obama talked about . . .

Most of these sentences are irrelevant to the target relation travel to (person, person). Indeed,

when we search Barack Obama, Israel in a search engine, not a single sentence states the travel

to event on the first page! Because the true positive sentences are highly correspondent to temporal
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attributes of the articles, the training data collected with simple distant supervision would become

extremely noisy.

Although this naive approach is bad for distant supervision, it also brings new opportunities for

relation extraction: a peculiar property, which we call temporal correspondence, is that when there

is a spotlight event, many news articles on the same day from different sources will describe the

same daily event with different text. For example, on the day when Kerry travels to Saudi Arabia,

there are the following sentences in the news articles

Kerry, in Saudi visit, wins expanded Arab support

John Kerry arrived in Saudi Arabia . . .

. . . John Kerry made a previously unannounced trip to Saudi Arabia . . .

These three sentences are describing the same event travel to (John Kerry, Saudi Arabia) and

using different words and phrases. If we could collect the corresponding sentences on the same day

for a vast number of events, and use them as the training data for the relation travel to (person,

location), we would have the opportunity to build a quality relation extractor without the expensive

labeling of the training sentences.

Since news stories report events almost exclusively, we focus on news articles and use them as

our corpus in this dissertation. We use the phrase “parallel news stream” to denote the collection

of news stories published at the same time and describing the same entities.

Figure 1.3 shows the basic idea of exploiting the temporal correspondence heuristics for event

extraction. Suppose travel to (person, location), fire (organization, person) and acquire (or-

ganization, organization) are our target relations, the system would first cluster a set of sentences

for each of the target relations, and then build a relation extractor by learning from these generated

training data.

Many clustering techniques have a fundamental limitation: they primarily depend on the dis-

tributional hypothesis, which states that words occurring in similar contexts tend to have similar

meanings, to recognize synonyms and paraphrases. The consequence is that they tend to confuse

synonym with antonym. For example, DIRT, a famous paraphrasing system, reports the closest
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Figure 1.2: The basic idea of exploiting the temporal correspondence for event extraction: the
system aims to extract a set of target relations and has a large corpus of parallel news streams from
multiple sources as its unlabeled corpus; the system first clusters the sentences from parallel news
according to the target relations and then uses them as the training data; the system then learns the
relation extractor from the generated training sentences.

phrase to fall is rise, and the closest phrase to shoot is kill. In the case of relation extraction, the

confusion could be terribly damaging. When a company relies on facts from relation extraction to

make decisions, the confusion between fall and rise, buy and sell could cause completely opposite

operations.

Fortunately, parallel news streams are helpful for handling this antonym challenge. This is

because the temporal attributes that associate with the articles and sentences allow us to design

clustering algorithms that do not primarily rely on the distributional hypothesis. Intuitively, when

we see LinkedIn stock falls 10% in some news articles, we know is would be very unlikely to see

LinkedIn stock rises 10% at the same time from another news report.

In this dissertation, we propose four temporal correspondence heuristics that characterize reg-

ularities over parallel news streams. The first heuristic comes from our basic observation: parallel

sentences that share the same arguments and date tend to describe the same event. We call it

Temporal Functionality Heuristic:
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H 1 Temporal Functionality Heuristic: News articles published at the same time that mention

the same entities and use the same tense tend to describe the same events.

Even with the Temporal Functionality Heuristic, some pairs of arguments may be a bad indica-

tor for an event. For example, we could read the following sentences in one day’s news

Barack Obama heads to the White House

Barack Obama greets reporters at the White House . . .

Barack Obama makes a speech at the White House

The argument pair (Barack Obama, the White House) suggests a mixture of events, which

is bad for our purposes. We propose the temporal burstiness heuristic that rests on a simple obser-

vation that we can judge whether an entity pair is good for paraphrasing by looking at the history

of the frequencies that the entity pair is mentioned in the news streams. Since good entity pairs

tend to have a spike in their time series, we call them NewsSpike in this paper. That is,

H 2 Temporal Burstiness Heuristic: If an entity or an entity pair appears significantly more

frequently in one day’s news than in recent history, the corresponding event candidates are likely

to be good for generating paraphrases.

However, some parallel sentences might be related but not paraphrased. We combat this prob-

lem with two heuristics. First, when journalists write news reports, they tend to avoid duplicating

the same facts. We propose one event-mention per discourse heuristics:

H 3 One Event-Mention Per Discourse Heuristic: A news article tends not to state the same

fact more than once.

This heuristic directs an algorithm to choose, from a news story, the single best phrase describ-

ing the event.

Second, when one of the parallel sentences contains a negated form, it suggests a non-synonymous

relationship. For example, when we read
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Snowden travels to Hong Kong.

Snowden cannot stay in Hong Kong as Chinese officials. . .

It is unlike that travel to and stay in are synonymous phrases because otherwise the two news

stories are describing opposite events. The observation leads to:

H 4 Temporal Negation Heuristic: Two event phrases tend to be semantically different if they

co-occur in the parallel sentences, which share the argument pairs and the date, but one of them is

in negated form.

We propose NEWSSPIKE-RE, a novel relation extraction system that learns quality extrac-

tors for event relations by exploiting the temporal correspondence heuristics from parallel news

streams. Figure 1.3 illustrates a running example and shows the framework of NEWSSPIKE-RE.

The system is composed of the following stages:

• Crawling news streams from multiple sources: We were unable to find any suitable time-

stamped, parallel new corpus, so we collected data by ourselves.

• Extracting event candidates: We process the parallel news corpus through the NLP pipeline

and identify the name entities from the sentences. We group sentences sharing the same entity

pairs and date together and use them as the event candidates. For example, (Snowden, Hong

Kong, August 1st) is an event candidate;

• Selecting paraphrasing: Some event candidates such as (Obama, Senate, Oct 4th) are not

good for the purpose of paraphrasing; some sentences sharing the argument pair and the date

do not describe the main event. So we must have algorithms to find good sentences describing

the event.

• Generating training sentences: Sentences from different NewsSpikes can describe the same

event relation. To learn extractors with high precision and recall, the system must cluster

the sentences from different NewsSpikes together. For example, the sentences describing two

facts travel to (Obama, Miami) and travel to (Snowden, Hong Kong) should be clustered
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Figure 1.3: A running example to show the general framework of proposed system: to exploit
the parallel news streams for relation extraction, the system could be composed of three stages.
First, extracting event candidates from the parallel news streams; second, identifying parallel sen-
tences describing the events; third, clustering sentences from different NewsSpikes and generating
the training sentences; finally, learning event extractors for the target relations with supervised or
distant supervised algorithms.
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together as the training sentences for the target relation travel to (person, location).

• Learning the relation extractors: Given the training sets generated in the previous stage, the

system could employ various learning algorithms to create the output extractors.

In Chapter 3, we will present our solution NEWSSPIKE-PARA to collect the parallel corpus and

to select the paraphrases. In Chapter 4, we will present an unsupervised solution NEWSSPIKE-RE

to learn the extractors for the most salient events in the news articles. In Chapter 5, we will extend

NEWSSPIKE-RE to NEWSSPIKE-SCALE , an extraction system for a large set of relations, and

allow users to specify target relations with flexibility.

1.4 Contributions

The previous sections outlined the challenges that we need to overcome if we want to build high-

performance extractors for a large variety of relations. We introduced our major ideas to overcome

the challenges: we can apply distant supervision and ontological smoothing for the static relations,

and exploit parallel news streams and temporal correspondence heuristics for the event relations.

To realize these goals, we need to accurately map users’ relations to the database views from a

knowledge base; we need to generate high quality paraphrases and recognize sentences describing

the same events; we need to cluster events together and generate the training set in pursuit of high

precision high recall event extractors; we need to scale the extractors to a large set of relations and

allow user-specified event relations.

The goal of this dissertation is to provide solutions to these problems. This dissertation presents

the design, implementation, and evaluation of several novel techniques that enable high perfor-

mance relation extraction:

VELVET: Ontological Smoothing for Relation Extraction. Existing distant supervision only

works when one has a large set of ground relation-instances (tuples) for the relations of interest.

What can be done if a user wishes to quickly create an extractor, yet only has time to specify a

handful of examples? We present ontological smoothing, a semi-supervised technique that learn-

s extractors for a set of minimally-labeled relations. Ontological smoothing has three phases.
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First, it generates a mapping between the target relations and a background knowledge base using

database join, union, project, and select operators. Second, it uses distant supervision to heuristi-

cally generate new training examples for the target relations. Finally, it learns an extractor from

a combination of the original and newly-generated examples. Experiments on 65 relations across

three target domains show that ontological smoothing can dramatically improve precision and re-

call, even rivaling fully supervised performance in many cases. We describe the details of VELVET

in Chapter 2.

NEWSSPIKE-PARA: Harvesting Parallel News Streams to Generate Paraphrases of Event

Relations: Existing paraphrasing techniques have considered generating paraphrases by mining

the Web, guided by the distributional hypothesis. They tend to confuse antonyms with synonyms

because antonymous phrases appear in similar contexts as often as synonymous phrases. We for-

mulate a set of three temporal correspondence heuristics that characterize regularities over parallel

news streams. We develop a novel program, NEWSSPIKE-PARA, based on a probabilistic graph-

ical model that jointly encodes these heuristics. We present inference and learning algorithms for

our model. We present a series of detailed experiments demonstrating that NEWSSPIKE-PARA

outperforms several competitive baselines, and show through ablation tests how each of the tem-

poral heuristics affects performance. To spur further research on this topic, we provide both our

generated paraphrase clusters and a corpus of time-stamped news articles collected from hundreds

of news sources. We describe the details of NEWSSPIKE-PARA in Chapter 3

NEWSSPIKE-RE: Exploiting Parallel News Streams for Unsupervised Event Extraction.

Existing relation extraction approaches are either based on supervised learning and limited by

scarce training data, or based on distant supervision and limited to the static relations from pre-

existing knowledge bases. We present NEWSSPIKE-RE, a novel, unsupervised algorithm that

discovers event relations and then learns to extract them. We develop a method to discover a set

of distinct, salient event relations from news streams. We describe an algorithm to exploit parallel

news streams to cluster sentences that belong to the same event relations. In particular, we propose

the temporal negation heuristic to avoid conflating co-occurring but non-synonymous phrases. We

introduce a probabilistic graphical model to generate training for a sentential event extractor with-
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out requiring any human annotations. We present a series of detailed experiments demonstrating

that the event extractors learned from the generated training data significantly outperform sever-

al competitive baselines, e.g. our system more than doubles the area under the micro-averaged,

PR curve (0.80 vs. 0.30) compared to Riedel’s Universal Schemas. We describe the details of

NEWSSPIKE-RE in Chapter 4

NEWSSPIKE-SCALE: high performance event extraction for large ontologies with minimal

human effort. What if a user wishes to flexibly input target relations beyond the salient relations

discovered by NEWSSPIKE-RE and wishes to create extractors for large ontologies? We present

NEWSSPIKE-SCALE, a semi-supervised algorithm that learn high performance event extractors for

the user-specified relations with minimal human efforts. We present an algorithm to automatically

find a list of most informative triggers for a relation; the user can then tag the top trigger words

as positive or negative. We present a series of experiments showing that, with a few minutes

annotation efforts per relation, the event extractors learned from the generated training data can

achieve high and robust performance on a large set of event relations. We describe the details of

NEWSSPIKE-SCALE in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

VELVET: ONTOLOGICAL SMOOTHING FOR RELATION
EXTRACTION

Relation extraction, the process of converting natural language text into structured knowledge,

is increasingly important. Most successful techniques use supervised machine learning to gen-

erate extractors from sentences that have been manually labeled with the relations’ arguments.

Unfortunately, these methods require numerous training examples, which are expensive and time-

consuming to produce. As a result, most extractors are never tested on more than a handful of

relations.

This chapter presents ontological smoothing, a semi-supervised technique that learns extractors

for a set of minimally-labeled relations. Ontological smoothing has three phases. First, it generates

a mapping between the target relations and a background knowledge-base. Second, it uses distant

supervision to heuristically generate new training examples for the target relations. Finally, it learns

an extractor from a combination of the original and newly-generated examples. Experiments on 65

relations across three target domains show that ontological smoothing can dramatically improve

precision and recall, even rivaling fully supervised performance in many cases.

2.1 Introduction

Vast quantities of information are encoded on the Web in natural language. In order to render this

information into structured form for easy analysis, researchers have developed methods for relation

extraction (RE). The most successful RE techniques use supervised machine learning to generate

extractors from a training corpus comprised of sentences which have been manually labeled with

the arguments of the target relations. Unfortunately, these supervised methods require hundreds

or thousands of training examples per relation, and thus have proven too expensive for use in
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Figure 2.1: System overview of VELVET: first, it maps target relations to background knowledge
based according to the given ground tuples; second, silver training data is generated with distant
supervision; third, tthe relation extractor is learned from the silver training data.

constructing Web-scale knowledge bases.

To address this problem, researchers introduced the idea of distant supervision, a technique for

automatically creating training data by heuristically matching the contents of a database relation to

text ([31]). For example, if one has a table of athletes and their coaches that included the relation

instance (Jelani Jenkis, Urban Meyer), then a system can automatically create a silver training

example for isCoachedBy from the following sentence: “ ‘Our captain, Jelani Jenkins, saved

the day’ said head coach, Urban Meyer.” The training examples are called ‘Silver’ because these

examples likely contain noise and aren’t as valuable as ‘gold standard’ examples.

However, distant supervision only works when one has a large set of ground relation-instances

(tuples) for the relation of interest. What can be done if a user wishes to quickly create an extractor,

yet only has time to specify a handful of examples?

This chapter presents VELVET, a novel technique called ontological smoothing, that addresses

this problem, improving both precision and recall. MULTIR learns extractors from a set of minimal

labeled relations by exploiting a large background knowledge-base and unlabeled textual corpus.
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As shown in Figure 2.1, VELVET works in three phases: the first step uses the few examples to

generate a mapping from the target relation to a database view over a background knowledge-base,

such as Freebase. The second step queries the background knowledge-base to retrieve many more

instances that are deemed similar to those of the the target relation; these are heuristically matched

to the textual corpus to create myriad silver training examples. Finally, in the third step, VELVET

learns an extractor.

It is challenging to find the best mapping from a target relation to a large background knowledge-

base. Simply choosing the most similar background relation is insufficient. Instead, one should

consider the large space of mappings formed by collections of database operations like join, union,

project and select. For example, even though Freebase is extremely comprehensive, with consider-

able information about athletics, the relations have been broken into separate tables for individual

sports, and the schemata have been normalized in a manner that eliminates a simple analogue to

isCoachedBy (Figure 2.2). For this reason, and because of Freebase’s massive size, it is challeng-

ing for an average user to construct good mappings manually, since an accurate mapping requires

choosing from myriad multi-join queries candidates. Secondly, one must jointly map relation, type

and entity. Often a user wishes to extract several interrelated relations. VELVET uses probabilistic

joint inference over a set of Markov logic constraints to find the best global mapping.

In summary, VELVET makes the following contributions:

1. We introduce ontological smoothing, a novel approach for learning relation extractors given

minimal supervision.

2. Our approach is based on a new ontology mapping algorithm, which uses probabilistic joint

inference on schema- and instance-level features to explore the space of complex mappings

defined using database join, union, project and select operators.

3. We present experiments on 65 target relations across three ontologies, using Freebase as

background knowledge, that demonstrate that ontological smoothing provides order-of-magnitude

improvements over unsmoothed approaches and rivals fully supervised performance in many
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Figure 2.2: In order to map target relations to the background knowledge-base, one must consider a
large space of possible database views. For example, the target isCoachedBy maps to the following
expression over Freebase relations: πPName,CName Players 1 PlaysForTeam 1 Coach. In fact,
the best mapping is a union of this expression with similar ones for other sports.

cases.

2.2 Constructing Ontological Mappings

The key intuition underlying ontological smoothing is that by finding a mapping from a user-

specified target relation to a background knowledge-base, a system can automatically generate

extra training data and improve the learned extractors. The key challenge is automatic construction

of a good mapping from the target ontology to the background knowledge-base.

We assume that the target ontology is defined in terms of unary types T and binary relations R.

We express the selectional preference (i.e. type constraint) of a binary relation by R(T1, T2). For

example, isCoachedBy (athlete,coach) is a relation in the NELL ontology [23]. We assume that

each target relation comes with a set of labeled relation instances (tuples), denoted R(E1, E2). We

also assume the presence of a large knowledge-base, K, which is comprised of many types and

relations and is populated with many instances (entities and ground relation instances); we denote

these t, r, e, and r(e1, e2) respectively.
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A mapping between a target relation, R(T1, T2), and K, denoted φ(R,K), is a SQL expression

over types and relations in K’s schema; this expression defines a virtual relation, called a database

view. We use a subset of SQL equivalent to relational algebra and sometimes use that notation for

brevity; the symbols 1, ∪, π and σ stand for database join, union, project and select operators.

Given a target ontology, some ground instances of its relations, and a background knowledge-base,

the ontology mapping problem is the task of producing a mapping for each target, R, such that the

instances of φ(R,K) are semantically similar to those of R.

Ontology mapping is difficult because the space of possible views is huge. For example, Free-

base contains more than 10,000 binary relations. Even if one restricts expressions to two joins with

no unions or selections, there are more than 1012 possibilities. But selections are very important,

as the following example illustrates. Suppose the target relation is stadiumInCity and consider

following views:

SELECT e1, e2 FROM containedBy (2.1)

SELECT e1, e2 FROM containedBy, sportsFacility, city

WHERE containedBy.e1 = sportsFacility.e

AND containedBy.e2 = city.e (2.2)

The second view is a subset of the first and denotes a relation with very different semantics. In

order for ontological smoothing to improve extractor performance, it’s important to map as many

ground instances as possible, but not too many! If MULTIR mapped facts about cities in states and

rivers in countries (as well as stadium locations), extractor precision would plummet.

To create good mappings, VELVET considers constraints between binary relations, unary types

and entities — finding analogues for all three of these elements at the same time. We describe

this process below, but one intuitive example is “If entity E in the target ontology corresponds to

e in K, then the type of E should correspond to the type of e.” These constraints are described

in Markov logic which combines the expressiveness of first order logic with a clear probabilistic
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semantics [96].

At the highest level, VELVET uses a two-stage approach to find the best mappings.

• We first restrict the set of views under consideration; this process, candidate generation, is

described in the next subsection.

• VELVET next uses probabilistic joint inference to select the most likely global mapping from

the candidates for each target relation, type and entity; our probability model and inference

algorithm are described in the following subsections.

2.2.1 Generating Mapping Candidates

The first step in mapping construction is defining a set of candidate mappings for each of the

target entities, types and binary relations; later these are ranked. Our model generates a set of

Markov logic rules over special predicates and their negations: Cnddt(e, E) means that the mapping

between E and e is in consideration, and the probability of Mp(e, E) signifies the quality of the

mapping. We use a hard rule to ensure that two entities will only be mapped if they have similar

names (Syn stands for synonym):

Syn(e, E)⇒ Cnddt(e, E) (2.3)

The next rule encodes the intuition that when two entities possibly match then their types might

also match.

Cnddt(e, E) ∧ Tp(e, t) ∧ Tp(E, T)⇒ Cnddt(t, T) (2.4)

Here, Tp(e, t) indicates t is the type of e inK. The same notation applies for target terms: Tp(E, T).

We now turn to binary relations, such as R(T1, T2). VELVET only considers mapping R into

views of the following form: ∪χ(t1, t2) where ∪ denotes union; χ is a join of up to 4 binary

relations in K; ti = φ(Ti) specify selection operations that only allow instances whose K entity

arguments have types corresponding to the selectional preferences of the target, Ti. Our next hard
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rule forces a candidate join path over K to contain at least one instance that is also present in the

target relation.

Inst(R, (E1, E2)) ∧ Inst(χ, (e1, e2))

∧Syn(e1, E1) ∧ Syn(e2, E2)⇒ Cnddt(χ, R) (2.5)

The term, Inst(R, (E1, E2)), means that the tuple, R(E1, E2), is a ground instance of target relation

R. Inst(χ, (e1, e2)) means that e1 and e2 are elements in a row of χ, which was created by joining

several relations from K.

Our last hard rules specify that only candidates can be considered as mappings (we show the

case for binary relations, but similar rules govern type and entity mappings):

Mp(χ, R)⇒ Cnddt(χ, R) (2.6)

2.2.2 Specifying the Likelihood of Mappings

We now describe our model for ascribing the probability of mappings. Here we use the full power

of Markov logic. Unfortunately, our treatment must be brief. The probability of a truth assignment

to the Cnddt and Mp predicates is given by

P (x) =
exp(

∑
iwini(x))

Zx

where Zx is a normalization constant, wi is the weight of the ith rule, and ni is the number of

satisfied groundings of the rule. See [96] for details.

Consistency between Relations, Types and Entities: If many ground instances are shared be-

tween a target relation and its image under a mapping, then that suggests that the mapping is good.

One might think that one could encode this as:
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Inst(R, (E1, E2)) ∧ Inst(χ, (e1, e2))

∧Mp(e1, E1) ∧ Mp(e2, E2)⇒ Mp(χ, R) (2.7)

Unfortunately, this encoding causes problems. While this rule may look similar to Equation 2.5,

this one affects the probability of both entity and relation mappings, since the probability of

Mp(e, E) is also being inferred while synonyms (used in Equation 2.5) are taken as ground-truth

inputs. The problem with Equation 2.7 is that it can cause VELVET to lower the probability of an

(otherwise good) entity-entity mapping, whenever it dislikes a mapping between binary relations

that involve those entities. Instead, we wish the inference to go one way: if many ground instances

map, then the relations should be likely to map, but not vise versa. This is encoded as:

Mp(e1, E1) ∧ Mp(e2, E2) ∧ Inst(R, (E1, E2))

∧
(
∨Kk=1Inst(χk, (e1, e2))

)
∧
(
∨Kk=1Mp(χk, R)

)
(2.8)

Note that we’ve replaced ⇒ with ∧ to avoid negative “information flow.” We use disjunction ∨

among Mp(χk, R) to handle overlapped relations. Note Equation 2.8 is not symmetric between χ

and R; this is because the target ontology is usually small and its relations do not overlap. We

specify a similar rule for types:

Mp(e, E) ∧ Tp(E, T) ∧
(
∨Kk=1Tp(e, tk)

)
∧
(
∨Kk=1Mp(tk, T)

)

Negative instance constraints: When specifying a target ontology, it is sometimes possible to

declare a closed-world assumption, specify exclusion between types or otherwise present negative

examples. Since these can greatly improve the quality of a mapping, we include the following hard
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rule:

Inst(χ, (e1, e2)) ∧ NegInst(R, (E1, E2))

∧Mp(e1, E1) ∧ Mp(e2, E2)⇒ ¬Mp(χ, R) (2.9)

Unlike the Equation 2.8, we use⇒ because when Mp(χ, R), Inst(χ, (e1, e2)) is true but (E1, E2) is

a negative instance of R, it is very unlikely that the entity mappings are correct.

Length of Join: While joining binary relations over the background ontology greatly extends

the representational ability of the views, it may also add noise from arbitrary cross products. To

combat this, we add a soft rule short(χ) ⇒ Mp(χ, R), enforcing a preference for views with a

small number of joins.

Unique Entities: We assume that the background knowledge base is of high quality, with little

duplication among entities. This justifies the following hard rule: Mp(e, E)⇒ ¬Mp(e′, E).

Regularization: According to Ockham’s Razor, VELVET should avoid predictions with weak

evidence. We add soft rules for type and relation mappings: ¬Mp(t, T) and ¬Mp(χ, R). With respect

to entity mappings, the unique entities rules achieve regularization.

2.2.3 Maximum a Posteriori Inference

Finding a solution to arg maxx P (x) is challenging. One issue is the scale of our problem: we

would like to assign truth values to thousands of grounded predicates, but our problem, which is

equivalent to the weighted Maximum Satisfiability problem, is NP-hard. Furthermore, the depen-

dencies encoded in our rules break the joint distribution into islands of high-probability states with

no paths between them — a challenge for local search algorithms.

One way of solving arg maxx P (x) is to cast it into an integer linear program [82]. Although

the integer linear program is intractable in our case, we can compute an approximation in polyno-

mial time by relaxing the problem to a linear program and using randomized rounding, as proposed

by [130]. For solving the linear program we use MOSEK with the interior-point optimization

method.
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Firstly, every grounding of the rule is converted into conjunctive normal form, denoted as

CNFi = ∧cj , where cj is a clause. Let c+
j and c−j be the set of indices of the variables that appear

in the positive and negative form in clause cj , and let H be the set of indices of hard rules. The

inference problem can be relaxed as:

max
∑

wizi (2.10)

s.t.
∑

k∈C+
j

yk +
∑

k∈C−j
(1− yk) ≥ 1, i ∈ H (2.11)∑

k∈C+
j

yk +
∑

k∈C−j
(1− yk) ≥ zi, i 6∈ H (2.12)

yk, zi ∈ [0, 1]

where yk indicates the truth assignment of the predicate, and zi indicates whether one rule is sat-

isfied. Equation 2.11 ensures hard rules to be satisfied, and Equation 2.12 allows soft rules to

be broken but zi will get smaller value then. Theoretically, when wi = 1, the LP-relaxation is

3/4-approximation algorithm.

2.3 Relation Extraction

After mapping the target relations into the background knowledge-baseK, MULTIR applies distant

supervision [31] to heuristically match both seed relation instances and relation instances of the

mapped relations, to corresponding text.

For example, if r(e1, e2) = isCoachedBy(Jenkins, Meyer) is a relation instance and s is a

sentence containing synonyms for both e1 =Jenkins and e2 =Meyer, then s may be a natural

language expression of the fact that (e1, e2) ∈ r holds and could be a useful training example.

Unfortunately, this heuristic can often lead to noisy data and poor extraction performance. To

fix this problem, Riedel et al. [100] cast distant supervision as a form of multi-instance learning,

assuming only that at least one of the sentences containing e1 and e2 are expressing (e1, e2) ∈ r.

In our work, we use the publicly available MultiR system [53] which generalizes Riedel et al.’s

method with a faster model that also allows relations to overlap. MULTIRuses a probabilistic,

graphical model that combines a sentence-level extraction component with a simple, corpus level
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component for aggregating the individual facts. MULTIR’s extraction decisions are almost entirely

driven by sentence-level reasoning. However, by defining random aggregate-level variables Y for

individual facts and tying them to the sentence-level variables Z for extractions, a direct method

for modeling weak supervision is provided. The model is trained, so that the aggregate variables

Y match the facts in the database, treating the sentence-level variables Z as hidden variables that

can take any value, as long as they produce the correct aggregate predictions.

During learning, MULTIRuses a Perceptron-style additive parameter update scheme which has

been modified to reason about hidden variables, similar in style to the approaches of [136, 64]. To

support learning, MULTIRperforms a greedy approximation to a weighted, edge-cover problem for

inference.

Training examples and their features are computed following [80]. On each sentence, we first

run a statistical tagger to identify named entities and their types. Each pair of entity annotations is

then considered as an extraction candidate, with features being conjunctions of the inferred entity

types and paths of syntactic dependencies between the entity annotations.

For tagging named entities, we use the system by [70]. Since it outputs fine-grained entity types

based on the Freebase type system, we can enforce consistency by considering only examples

where the types of the tagger agree with those inferred in the mapping phase. We found that

this step improves efficiency and leads to more accurate extractions. For computing syntactic

dependencies we use Stanford Dependency Parser [75].

2.4 Empirical Evaluation

In our experiments we examine (1) the impact of smoothing on the quality of relational extractors,

(2) the quality of relation extraction using VELVET compared to supervised systems, and (3) the

quality of ontological mappings inferred by VELVET.

We test on two publicly available target ontologies with seed instances. Our experiments will

show that ontological smoothing substantially improves the performance of the relation extractor.

It is true across many target relations, each of which is only described by a small set of labeled

instances.
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2.4.1 Experimental Setup

In this paper, MULTIR uses Freebase [18] as the background knowledge-base K, which contains

dozens millions of entities and tens of thousands of relations across many domains. For the un-

labeled corpus, we use the New York Times [103] which contains over 1.8 million news articles

published between Jan. 1987 and Jun. 2007. For practicality, we make two simplifications. First,

similar to Suchanek et al. [116], the weights for VELVET soft rules are simply set to a fix weight

1 to ensure our setting general enough. Second, we limit the size of join computations. In partic-

ular, we remove candidate joins if there exists a setting of the join attributes that yields more than

10, 000 join tuples.

2.4.2 Relation Extraction with Smoothing

We compare VELVET to the following baseline conditions:

w/oS “without smoothed instances”: Learns extractors from ground relation instances only; makes

no use of background knowledge-base K.

w/oC “without complex mappings”: Maps each target relation to a single atomic relation in the

background knowledge-base, that covers most ground relation instances. Type information

is ignored. One-to-one mappings are also known as alignments.

w/oJ “without joint inference”. Computes a complex mapping of target relations to the back-

ground knowledge-base involving 1, π, and σ operators. (Note there is no obvious way to

handle ∪ operators, without joint-inference or learning thresholds.) First, each target rela-

tion and each target type are assigned the background relations and types which cover most

ground instances. Then, type constraints are enforced by taking appropriate joins.

We conduct experiments on relations of two target ontologies: NELL and IC. The NELL

ontology [23]1 contains 118 binary relations, but only 52 relations have a small number of positive

1http : //rtw.ml.cmu.edu/aaai10online/relations.xls
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Figure 2.3: Relation extraction with minimal supervision. VELVET outperforms baseline condi-
tions on Nell ontology.

ground instances. Many of these also have negative instances. The arguments for binary relations

are typed. In total, the ground instances cover 40 different entity types and 829 unique entities.

The IC ontology is derived from the IC dataset of the Linguistic Data Consortium2. The dataset

contains annotations of news articles relevant to the intelligence domain. The IC ontology contains

9 binary relations, and we collected 388 positive ground instances from the annotated articles of

the dataset.

We note that it is difficult to create a test set with enough gold annotations, since mentions of

these 61 relations tend to be sparse. Thus we adopt the (semi-)automatic evaluation metric used in

[100], which we call M1. For each target relation, we estimate precision and recall by comparing

two answer sets, ∆ and ∆V . ∆V represents the set of predicted relation instances; ∆ represents

the set of relation instances in our background knowledge-base. In our work, we compute ∆ by

2LDC2010E07, theMachineReadingP1ICTrainingDataV3.1
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Figure 2.4: Relation extraction with minimal supervision. VELVET outperforms baseline condi-
tions on IC ontology.

manually creating the best gold mapping from a target relation into the background knowledge-

base using any combination of relational algebra operators, and then retrieving all instances. When

aggregating over multiple relations, M1 averages over instances.

Figure 2.3 and 2.4 show precision and recall curves. The poor performance of “w/oS” is due

to the fact that there exist only few ground instances for each target relation, and often even fewer

ground instances can be matched to sentences.

Smoothing, however, dramatically improves performance. We further observe that complex

mappings are important: w/oC which only finds an alignment performs worse than w/oJ or VELVET.

Upon inspection, we noticed that w/oC often maps to over-general relations. For example, back-

ground relation containedBy is mapped to target relation stadiumInCity. We therefore need type

constraints, but not only type constraints: The fact that VELVET outperforms w/oJ shows that

VELVET’s abilities to do joint inference and support ∪ operators are also crucial.
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Ontology w/oS w/oC w/oJ MULTIR Manual
NELL 7.2 18.1 25.1 27.1 31.6
IC 11.3 37.9 39.4 40.9 41.4

Table 2.1: Approximate F1 scores averaged by relations. MULTIR outperforms baseline conditions
on two target ontologies, NELL and IC. Condition “Manual” shows performance of an extractor
trained on smoothed instances of the best manually constructed complex mapping from target
relations to background knowledge-base.

Although M1 allows (semi-)automatic evaluation on millions of sentences, it has two draw-

backs: Since M1 averages over instances, relations with many instances contribute more to the

overall score than sparse relations. Furthermore, the metric only provides a conservative estimate

of performance when the knowledge-base is incomplete. We therefore also evaluate MULTIR using

additional metrics.

Table 2.1 compares MULTIR to our baseline conditions, averaged over relations rather than

instances. The relative comparisons are consistent with our observations so far. Note, however,

that averaging over relations tends to give lower numbers than averaging over instances, because

the system can learn more accurately from relations with more instances.

Table 2.2 shows a breakdown of results per relation. Precision, recall, and F1 are estimated

using the conservative metric M1, but we also report top-K accuracy for K = 10. For each relation

we took the top ten extractions for which our extractor was most confident and manually checked

correctness. We obtained results in the high 70%− 100% range.

2.4.3 Comparing to Supervised Extraction

In this section, we want to show that MULTIR can achieve performance comparable to state-of-

the-art supervised approaches but with much less supervision. For this experiment, we choose a

standard dataset for which there exist numerous annotations.

We use the Conll04 relation extraction dataset3 [102]. The sentences in this dataset were taken

3http : //cogcomp.cs.illinois.edu/Data/ER/conll04.corp
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Relation Rec Pre F1 Acc@top-10
bookWriter 31.8 43.5 36.7 100%

headquarterIn 19.1 60.1 28.9 90%
isCoachedBy 28.9 10.3 15.3 70%

stadiumInCity 51.9 77.6 62.6 100%
attendSchool 69.4 44.4 54.2 80%

isLedBy 33.8 49.7 40.2 100%

Table 2.2: Relation-specific Precision, Recall, F1 (estimated using M1), and Accuracy at top-10
(checked manually) for 4 NELL and 2 IC relations.

from the TREC corpus and were fully annotated with entities, types and relations. There are five

relations and four entity types. We use the same experimental settings as previous work [59, 102]

to enable direct comparison. In this setting, there are 1437 sentences and about 18, 000 instances.

However, unlike the supervised approaches, we only provide MULTIR 10 ground instances per

relation and no sentence-level annotations.

MULTIR’s ontology mapping component finds correct mappings for four relations, LocatedIn,

OrgBasedIn, WorkFor, LiveIn, and correctly determines that Freebase does not offer an appro-

priate mapping for the Kills relation.

Table 2.3 compares MULTIR’s relation extraction performance to that of CP10 [59] and RY07 [102].

When MULTIR finds correct mappings, it achieves comparable performance to the state-of-the-art

supervised approach CP10 and RY07. However, MULTIR achieves this result with only a small set

of labeled ground instances, while CP10 and RY07 used more than one thousand labeled sentences.

Of course, MULTIR only works if the target relation has an analogue in the background KB.

2.4.4 Ontological Mapping Quality

Finally, we analyze the performance of our ontology mapping component in more detail. Note

that solving the mapping problem requires finding a joint assignment to a considerable number

of variables: for NELL, we computed truth values for 3055 entity mapping candidates, 252 type

mapping candidates, and 729 relation mapping candidates. For the IC domain, these are 1552, 130,
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Relation
MULTIR CP10 RY07

Rec Pre F1 F1 F1
Kills 33.4 29.4 31.3 75.2 79.0
LiveIn 65.8 49.4 69.2 62.9 53.0

LocatedIn 64.0 65.4 64.7 58.3 51.3
OrgBasedIn 67.4 47.1 55.5 64.7 54.3
WorkFor 61.8 78.5 69.1 70.7 53.1

Table 2.3: MULTIR achieves performance comparable to state-of-the-art supervised approaches
RY07 and CP10, when there exists an appropriate mapping to its background ontology. While
RY07 and CP10 need fully labeled sentences, MULTIR learns with minimal supervision of just
10 ground instances per relation. Freebase does not offer an appropriate mapping for the Kills

relation.

and 256, respectively.

We investigate accuracy for entity, type and relation mappings by manually validating the in-

dividual decisions. Note that our algorithm does not always return a mapping element in the back-

ground knowledge-base K for an element in the target ontology. This often makes sense, since

Freebase, although large, does not cover all entities, types or relations. It turned out that MULTIR

achieves 87.9% accuracy on relation mapping, 90.9% on type mapping and 92.9% on entity map-

ping. As a baseline, we use a Freebase internal search API to map entities in the target ontology to

entities in Freebase. This baseline gets 88.5% accuracy, which means joint inference in MULTIR

results in a reduction of 30% of entity mapping errors.

Table 2.4 shows the results of mapping six relations to Freebase. MULTIR is able to accurately

recover relations composed by multiple select, project, join, and union operations. The results show

that our ontology mapping algorithm returns meaningful mappings, thus ensuring the robustness

of the overall system.

2.5 Conclusion

Relation extraction has the potential to enable improved search and question-answering applica-

tions by transforming information encoded in natural language on the Web into structured form.
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Unfortunately, most successful techniques for relation extraction are based on supervised learning

and require hundreds or thousands of training examples; these are expensive and time-consuming to

produce. This paper presents ontological smoothing, a novel method for learning relational extrac-

tors, that requires only minimal supervision. Our approach is based on a new ontology-mapping

algorithm, which uses probabilistic joint inference over schema- and instance-based features to

search the space of views defined using SQL selection, projection, join and union operators. Ex-

periments demonstrate the method’s promise, improving both precision and recall. Our MULTIR

system learned significantly better extractors for 65 relations in three target ontologies and rivals

fully supervised performance in many cases.
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Table 2.4: VELVET ontological mapping result on 4 NELL and 2 IC relations, with join, union,
project and select operators.
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Chapter 3

NEWSSPIKE-PARA: HARVESTING PARALLEL NEWS STREAMS TO
GENERATE PARAPHRASES OF EVENT RELATIONS

The distributional hypothesis, which states that words that occur in similar contexts tend to have

similar meanings, has inspired several Web mining algorithms for clustering semantically equiva-

lent phrases. Unfortunately, these methods have several drawbacks, such as confusing synonyms

with antonyms and causes with effects. In this chapter, we introduce three Temporal Correspon-

dence Heuristics, that characterize regularities in parallel news streams, and shows how they may

be used to generate high precision paraphrases for event relations. We encode the heuristics in a

probabilistic graphical model to create the NEWSSPIKE-PARA algorithm for mining news streams.

We present experiments demonstrating that NEWSSPIKE-PARA significantly outperforms several

competitive baselines. In order to spur further research, we provide a large annotated corpus of

time-stamped news articles as well as the paraphrases produced by NEWSSPIKE-PARA.

3.1 Introduction

Paraphrasing, the task of finding sets of semantically equivalent surface forms, is crucial to many

natural language processing applications, including relation extraction [17], question answering [42],

summarization [12] and machine translation [22]. While the benefits of paraphrasing have been

demonstrated, creating a large-scale corpus of high precision paraphrases remains a challenge —

especially for event relations.

Many researchers have considered generating paraphrases by mining the Web guided by the

distributional hypothesis, which states that words occurring in similar contexts tend to have sim-

ilar meanings [49]. For example, DIRT [67] and Resolver [134] identify synonymous relation

phrases by their distributions of the arguments. However, the distributional hypothesis has several
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drawbacks. First, it can confuse antonyms with synonyms because antonymous phrases appear

in similar contexts as often as synonymous phrases. For the same reasons, it also often confuses

causes with effects. For example, DIRT reports that the closest phrase to fall is rise, and the

closest phrase to shoot is kill.1 Second, the distributional hypothesis relies on statistics over

large corpora to produce accurate similarity statistics. For example, Resolver only targets relations

appearing at least 25 times. It remains unclear how to accurately cluster less frequent relations

with the distributional hypothesis.

Another common approach employs the use of parallel corpora. News articles are an interesting

target, because there often exist articles from different sources describing the same daily events.

This peculiar property allows the use of the temporal assumption, which assumes that phrases in

articles published at the same time tend to have similar meanings. For example, the approaches by

Dolan et al. [37] and Barzilay et al. [10] identify pairs of sentential paraphrases in similar articles

that have appeared in the same period of time. While these approaches use temporal information

as a coarse filter in the data generation stage, they still largely rely on text metrics in the prediction

stage. This not only reduces precision, but also limits the discovery of paraphrases with dissimilar

surface strings.

The goal of our research is to develop a technique to generate paraphrases for large numbers

of event relation with high precision, using only minimal human effort. The key to our approach

is a joint cluster model using the temporal attributes of news streams, which allows us to identify

semantic equivalences of event relation phrases at greater precision. In summary, this chapter

makes the following contributions:

• We formulate a set of three temporal correspondence heuristics that characterize regularities

over parallel news streams.

• We develop a novel program, NEWSSPIKE-PARA, based on a probabilistic graphical model

that jointly encodes these heuristics. We present inference and learning algorithms for our

model.

1http://demo.patrickpantel.com/demos/lexsem/paraphrase.htm
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• We present a series of detailed experiments demonstrating that NEWSSPIKE-PARA outper-

forms several competitive baselines, and show through ablation tests how each of the temporal

heuristics affects performance.

• To spur further research on this topic, we provide both our generated paraphrase clusters and a

corpus of 0.5M time-stamped news articles2, collected over a period of 50 days from hundreds

of news sources.

3.2 System Overview

The main goal of this work is to generate high precision paraphrases for relation phrases. News

streams are a promising resource, since articles from different sources tend to use semantically

equivalent phrases to describe the same daily events. For example, when a recent scandal hit,

headlines read:

Armstrong steps down from Livestrong

Armstrong resigns from Livestrong

Armstrong cuts ties with Livestrong

From these we can conclude that the following relation phrases are semantically similar:

step down from

resign from

cut ties with

To realize this intuition, our first challenge is to represent an event. In practice, a question

like “What happened to Armstrong and Livestrong on Oct 17?” could often lead to a unique

answer. It implies that using an argument pair and a time-stamp could be an effective way to

identify an event (e.g. (Armstrong, Livestrong, Oct 17) for the previous question). Based on

this observation, this paper introduces a novel mechanism to paraphrase relations as summarized

in Figure 3.2.

NEWSSPIKE-PARA first applies the ReVerb open information extraction (IE) system [41] on

2http://homes.cs.washington.edu/˜clzhang/emnlp2013release.zip
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Given news streams

OpenIE

Joint inference 
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(a1,r,a2,t)

Temporal Heuristics

Temporal features
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relation phrases

r1 r2 r3  

(a1,a2,t)
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r4 r5
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Figure 3.1: NEWSSPIKE-PARA first applies open information extraction to articles in the news
streams, obtaining shallow extractions with time-stamps. Next, an NewsSpike (NewsSpike) is ob-
tained after grouping daily extractions by argument pairs. Temporal features and constraints are
developed based on our temporal correspondence heuristics and encoded into a joint inference
model. The model finally creates the paraphrase clusters by predicting the relation phrases that
describe the NewsSpike.
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the news streams to obtain a set of (a1, r, a2, t) tuples, where the ai are the arguments, r is a relation

phrase, and t is the time-stamp of the corresponding news article. When (a1, a2, t) suggests a

real word event, the relation r of (a1, r, a2, t) is likely to describe that event (e.g. (Armstrong,

resign from, Livestrong, Oct 17). We call every (a1, a2, t) an NewsSpike (NewsSpike), and

every relation describing the event an event mention.

For each NewsSpike (a1, a2, t), suppose there arem extraction tuples (a1, r1, a2, t) . . . (a1, rm, a2, t)

sharing the values of a1, a2, and t. We refer to this set of extraction tuples as the NewsSpike-set, and

denote it (a1, a2, t, {r1 . . . rm}). All the event mentions in the NewsSpike-set may be semantically

equivalent and are hence candidates for a good paraphrase cluster.

Thus, the paraphrasing problem becomes a prediction problem: for each relation ri in the

NewsSpike-set, does it or does it not describe the hypothesized event? We solve this problem in

two steps. The next section proposes a set of temporal correspondence heuristics that partially

characterize semantically equivalent NewsSpike-sets. Then, in Section 3.4, we present a joint

inference model designed to use these heuristics to solve the prediction problem and to generate

paraphrase clusters. The basic idea is, we frame our relation clustering problem as finding these

semantically equivalent relations in the NewsSpike-set, and then generate the relation cluster.

3.3 Temporal Correspondence Heuristics

In this section, we propose a set of temporal heuristics that are useful to generate paraphrases at

high precision. Our heuristics start from the basic observation mentioned previously — events

can often be uniquely determined by their arguments and time. Additionally, we find that it is not

just the publication time of the news story that matters, the verb tenses of the sentences are also

important. For example, the two sentences

“Armstrong was the chairman of Livestrong”

“Armstrong steps down from Livestrong”

have past and present tense respectively, which suggests that the relation phrases are less likely

to describe the same event and are thus not semantically equivalent. To capture these intuitions,

we propose the Temporal Functionality Heuristic:
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Temporal Functionality Heuristic: News articles published at the same time that mention the

same entities and use the same tense tend to describe the same events.

Unfortunately, we find that not all the event candidates, (a1, a2, t), are equally good for para-

phrasing. For example, today’s news might include both

“Barack Obama heads to the White House.”

“Barack Obama greets reporters at the White House”.

Although the two sentences are highly similar, sharing a1 = “Barack Obama” and a2 = “White

House,” and were published at the same time, they describe different events.

From a probabilistic point of view, we can treat each sentence as being generated by a particular

hidden event which involves several actors. Clearly, some of these actors, like Obama, participate

in many more events than others, and in such cases we observe sentences generated from a mix-

ture of events. Since two event mentions from such a mixture are much less likely to denote the

same event or relation, we wish to distinguish them from the better (semantically homogeneous)

NewsSpikes like the (Armstrong, Livestrong) example. The question becomes “How one can

distinguish good entity pairs from bad?”

Our method rests on the simple observation that an entity which participates in many different

events on one day is likely to have participated in events in recent days. Therefore we can judge

whether an entity pair is good for paraphrasing by looking at the history of the frequencies that the

entity pair is mentioned in the news streams, which is the time series of that entity pair. The time

series of the entity pair (Barack Obama, the White House) tends to be high over time, while the

time series of the entity pair (Armstrong, Livestrong) is flat for a long time and suddenly spikes

upwards on a single day. This observation leads to:

Temporal Burstiness Heuristic: If an entity or an entity pair appears significantly more frequently

in one day’s news than in recent history, the corresponding event candidates are likely to be good

to generate paraphrase.

The temporal burstiness heuristic implies that a good NewsSpike (a1, a2, t) tends to have a

spike in the time series of its entities ai, or argument pair (a1, a2), on day t.

However, even if we have selected a good NewsSpike for paraphrasing, it is likely that it con-
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tains a few relation phrases that are related to (but not synonymous with) the other relations in-

cluded in the NewsSpike. For example, it’s likely that the news story reporting “Armstrong steps

down from Livestrong.” might also mention “Armstrong is the founder of Livestrong.” and

so both “steps down from” and “is the founder of” relation phrases would be part of the same

NewsSpike-set. Inspired by the idea of one sense per discourse from [44], we propose:

One event-mention per discourse heuristic: A news article tends not to state the same fact more

than once.

The one event-mention per discourse heuristic is proposed in order to gain precision at the

expense of recall — the heuristic directs an algorithm to choose, from a news story, the single

“best” relation phrase connecting a pair of two entities. Of course, this doesn’t answer the question

of deciding which phrase is “best.” In Section 3.4.3, we describe how to learn a probabilistic

graphical model which does exactly this.

3.4 Exploiting the Temporal Heuristics

In this section we propose several models to capture the temporal correspondence heuristics, and

discuss their pros and cons.

3.4.1 Baseline Model

An easy way to use an NewsSpike-set is to simply predict that all ri in the NewsSpike-set are event-

mentions, and hence are semantically equivalent. That is, given NewsSpike-set (a1, a2, t, {r1 . . . rm}),

the output cluster is {r1 . . . rm}.

This baseline model captures the most of the temporal functionality heuristic, except for the

tense requirement. Our empirical study shows that it performs surprisingly well. This demonstrates

that the quality of our input for the learning model is good: the NewsSpike-sets are promising

resources for paraphrasing.

Unfortunately, the baseline model cannot deal with the other heuristics, a problem we will

remedy in the following sections.
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3.4.2 Pairwise Model

The temporal functionality heuristic suggests we exploit the tenses of the relations in an NewsSpike-set;

while the temporal burstiness heuristic suggests we exploit the time series of its arguments. A pair-

wise model can be designed to capture them: we compare pairs of relations in the NewsSpike-set,

and predict whether each pair is synonymous or non-synonymous. Paraphrase clusters are then

generated according to some heuristic rules (e.g. assuming transitivity among synonyms). The

tenses of the relations and time series of the arguments are encoded as features, which we call

tense features and spike features respectively. An example tense feature is whether one relation is

past tense while the other relation is present tense; an example spike feature is the covariance of

the time series.

The pairwise model can be considered similar to paraphrasing techniques which examine two

sentences and determine whether they are semantically equivalent [38, 112]. Unfortunately, these

techniques often based purely on text metrics and does not consider any temporal attributes. In

section 4.6, we evaluate the effect of applying these techniques.

3.4.3 Joint Cluster Model

The pairwise model has several drawbacks: 1) it lacks the ability to handle constraints, such as

the mutual exclusion constraint implied by the one-mention per discourse heuristic; 2) ad-hoc

rules, rather than formal optimizations, are required to generate clusters containing more than two

relations.

A common approach to overcome the drawbacks of the pairwise model and to combine heuris-

tics together is to introduce a joint cluster model, in which heuristics are encoded as features and

constraints. Data, instead of ad-hoc rules, determines the relevance of different insights, which can

be learned as parameters. The advantage of the joint model is analogous to that of cluster-based ap-

proaches for coreference resolution (CR). In particular, a joint model can better capture constraints

on multiple variables and can yield higher quality results than pairwise CR models [93].

We propose an undirected graphical model, NEWSSPIKE-PARA, which jointly clusters rela-
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1 

𝑍 (Armstrong,Livestrong,Oct.17) 

0 

1 

0 

𝑌 be founder of 
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𝑌 give speech at 
0 
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𝑌 be chairman of 

Article2 Article1 

𝑌 resign from 
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ΦZ 

Φ2
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Y 

Figure 3.2: an example model for NewsSpike (Armstrong, Livestrong, Oct 17). Y and Z are
binary random variables. ΦY , ΦZ and Φjoint are factors. be founder of and step down come from
article 1 while give speech at, be chairman of and resign from come from article 2.

tions. Constraints are captured by factors connecting multiple random variables. We introduce

random variables, the factors, the objective function, the inference algorithm, and the learning al-

gorithm in the following sections. Figure 3.2 shows an example model for NewsSpike (Armstrong,

Livestrong, Oct 17).

Random Variables

For the NewsSpike-set (a1, a2, t, {r1, . . . rm}), we introduce one event variable and m relation

variables, all boolean valued. The event variable Z(a1,a2,t) indicates whether (a1, a2, t) is a good

event for paraphrasing. It is designed in accordance with the temporal burstiness heuristic: for the

NewsSpike (BarackObama, theWhiteHouse, Oct17), Z should be assigned the value 0.

The relation variable Y r indicates whether relation r describes the NewsSpike (a1, a2, t) or not

(i.e. r is an event-mention or not). The set of all event-mentions with Y r = 1 define a paraphrase

cluster, containing relation phrases. For example, the assignments
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Y step down = Y resign from = 1

produce a paraphrase cluster step down, resign from.

Factors and the Joint Distribution

In this section, we introduce a conditional probability model defining a joint distribution over all

of the event and relation variables. The joint distribution is a function over factors. Our model

contains event factors, relation factors and joint factors.

The event factor ΦZ is a log-linear function with spike features, used to distinguish good events.

A relation factor ΦY is also a log-linear function. It can be defined for individual relation variables

(e.g. ΦY
1 in Figure 3.2) with features such as whether a relation phrase comes from a clausal com-

plement3. A relation factor can also be defined for a pair of relation variables (e.g. ΦY
2 in Figure 3.2)

with features capturing the pairwise evidence for paraphrasing, such as if two relation phrases have

the same tense.

The joint factors Φjoint are defined to apply constraints implied by the temporal heuristics. They

play two roles in our model: 1) to satisfy the temporal burstiness heuristic, when the value of

the event variable is false, the NewsSpike is not appropriate for paraphrasing, and so all relation

variables should also be false; and 2) to satisfy the one-mention per discourse heuristic, at most

one relation variable from a single article could be true.

We define the joint distribution over these variables and factors as follows. Let Y = (Y r1 . . . Y rm)

be the vector of relation variables; let x be the features. The joint distribution is:

3Relation phrases in clausal complement are less useful for paraphrasing because they often do not describe a
fact. For example, in the sentence HeheardRomneyhadwontheelection, the extraction (Romney, had won, the
election) is not a fact at all.
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p(Z = z,Y = y|x; Θ)
def
=

1

Zx
ΦZ(z,x)

×
∏
d

Φjoint(z,yd,x)
∏
i,j

ΦY (yi, yj,x)

where yd indicates the subset of relation variables from a particular article d, and the parameter

vector Θ is the weight vector of the features in ΦZ and ΦY , which are log-linear functions; i.e.,

ΦY (yi, yj,x)
def
= exp

(∑
j

θjφj(yi, yj,x)

)

where φj is the jth feature function.

The joint factors Φjoint are used to apply the temporal burstiness heuristic and the one event-

mention per discourse heuristic. Φjoint is zero when the NewsSpike is not good for paraphrasing,

but some yr = 1; or when there is more than one r in a single article such that yr = 1. Formally, it

is calculated as:

Φjoint(z,yd,x)
def
=


0 if z = 0 ∧ ∃yr = 1

0 if
∑

yr∈yd
yr > 1

1 otherwise

Maximum a Posteriori Inference

The goal of inference is to find the predictions z,y which yield the greatest probability, i.e.,

z∗,y∗ = arg max
z,y

p(Z = z,Y = y|x; Θ)

This can be viewed as a MAP inference problem. In general, inference in a graphical model

is challenging. Fortunately, the joint factors in our model are linear, and the event and relation

factors are log-linear; we can cast MAP inference as an integer linear programming (ILP) problem,

and then compute an approximation in polynomial time by means of linear programming using
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randomized rounding, as proposed in [130].

We build one ILP problem for every NewsSpike. The variables of the ILP are Z and Y, which

only take values of 0 or 1. The objective function is the sum of logs of the event and relation factors

ΦZ and ΦY . The temporal burstiness heuristic of Φjoint is encoded as a linear inequality constraint

z ≥ yi; the one-mention per discourse heuristic of Φjoint is encoded as the constraint
∑

yi∈yd
yi ≤ 1.

Learning

Our training data consists of N = 500 labeled NewsSpike-set in the form of {(Ri, R
gold
i ) |Ni=1}.

EachR is the set of all relations in the NewsSpike-set whileRgold is a manually created subset ofR

containing relations describing the NewsSpike. Rgold could be empty if the NewsSpike is not good

for paraphrasing. For our model, the gold assignment yrgold = 1 if r ∈ Rgold; the gold assignment

zgold = 1 if Rgold is not empty.

Given {(Ri, R
gold
i ) |Ni=1}, learning over similar models is commonly done via maximum likeli-

hood estimation as follows:

L(Θ) = log
∏
i

p(Zi = zgoldi ,Yi = ygold
i | xi,Θ)

For features in relation factors, the partial derivative for the ith model is:

Φj(y
gold
i ,xi)− Ep(zi,yi|,xi,Θ)Φj(yi,xi)

where Φj(yi,xi) =
∑
φj(X, Y,x), the sum of values for the jth feature in the ith model; and

values of X, Y come from the assignment yi. For features in event factors, the partial derivative is

derived similarly as

φj(z
gold
i ,xi)− Ep(zi,yi|,xi,Θ)φj(zi,xi)

It is unclear how to efficiently compute the expectations in the above formula, a brute force

approach requires enumerating all assignments of yi, which is exponentially large with the number

of relations. Instead, we opt to use a more tractable perceptron learning approach [30, 54]. In-
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stead of computing the expectations, we simply compute φj(z∗i ,xi) and Φj(y
∗
i ,xi), where z∗i ,y

∗
i is

the assignment with the highest probability, generated by the MAP inference algorithm using the

current weight vector. The weight updates are the following:

Φj(y
gold
i ,xi)− Φj(y

∗
i ,xi) (3.1)

φj(z
gold
i ,xi)− φj(z∗i ,xi) (3.2)

The updates can be intuitively explained as penalties on errors. In sum, our learning algorithm

consists of iterating the following two steps: (1) infer the most probable assignment given the cur-

rent weights; (2) update the weights by comparing inferred assignments and the truth assignment.

3.5 Empirical Evaluation

We first introduce the experimental setup for our empirical study, and then we attempt to answer

two questions in sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 respectively: First, does the NEWSSPIKE-PARA algorithm

effectively exploit the proposed heuristics and outperform other approaches which also use news

streams? Secondly, do the proposed temporal heuristics paraphrase relations with greater precision

than the distributional hypothesis?

3.5.1 Experimental Setup

Since we were unable to find any suitable time-stamped, parallel, news corpus, we collected data

using the following procedure:

• Collect RSS news seeds, which contain the title, time-stamp, and abstract of the news items.

• Use these titles to query the Bing news search engine API and collect additional time-stamped

news articles.

• Strip HTML tags from the news articles using Boilerpipe [60]; keep only the title and first

paragraph of each article.

• Extract shallow relation tuples using the OpenIE system [41].
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We performed these steps every day from January 1 to February 22, 2013. In total, we collected

546,713 news articles, for which 2.6 million extractions had 529 thousand unique relations. These

led to 79,427 NewsSpike-sets.

We used several types of features for paraphrasing: 1) spike features obtained from time series;

2) tense features, such as whether two relation phrases are both in the present tense; 3) cause-effect

features, such as whether two relation phrases often appear successively in the news articles; 4) text

features, such as whether sentences are similar; 5) syntactic features, such as whether a relation

phrase appears in a clausal complement; and 6) semantic features, such as whether a relation phrase

contains negative words.

Text and semantic features are encoded using the relation factors of section 3.4.3. For example,

in Figure 3.2, the factor ΦY
2 includes the textual similarity between the sentences containing the

phrases “step down” and “be chairman of” respectively; it also includes the feature that the tense

of “step down” (present) which is different from the tense of “be chairman of” (past).

3.5.2 Comparison with Methods using Parallel News Corpora

We evaluated NEWSSPIKE-PARA against other methods that also use time-stamped news. These

include the models mentioned in section 3.3 and state-of-the-art paraphrasing techniques.

Human annotators created gold paraphrase clusters for 500 NewsSpike-sets; note that some

NewsSpike-sets yield no gold cluster, since at least two synonymous phrases. Two annotators

were shown a set of candidate relation phrases in context and asked to select a subset of these

that described a shared event (if one existed). There was 98% phrase-level agreement. Precision

and recall were computed by comparing an algorithm’s output clusters to the gold cluster of each

NewsSpike. We consider paraphrases with minor lexical diversity, e.g. (goto, gointo), to be of

lesser interest. Since counting these trivial paraphrases tends to exaggerate the performance of a

system, we also report precision and recall on diverse clusters i.e., those whose relation phrases

all have different head verbs. Figure 3.3 illustrates these metrics with an example; note under our

diverse metrics, all phrases matching go ∗ count as one when computing both precision and recall.

We conduct 5-fold cross validation on our labeled dataset to get precision and recall numbers when
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output {go into, go to, speak, return, head to}
gold {go into, go to, approach, head to}

golddiv {go ∗, approach, head to}
P/R precision = 3/5 recall = 3/4

P/Rdiv precisiondiv = 2/4 recalldiv = 2/3

Figure 3.3: an example pair of the output cluster and the gold cluster, and the corresponding
precision recall numbers.

System
P/R P/Rdiv

prec rec prec rec
Baseline 0.67 1.00 0.53 1.00
Pairwise 0.90 0.60 0.81 0.37
Socher 0.81 0.35 0.68 0.29

NEWSSPIKE-PARA 0.92 0.55 0.87 0.31

Table 3.1: Comparison with methods using parallel news corpora

the system requires training.

We compare NEWSSPIKE-PARA with the models in Section 3.4, and also with the state-of-the-

art paraphrase extraction method:

Baseline: the model discussed in Section 3.4.1. This system does not need any training, and

generates outputs with perfect recall.

Pairwise: the pairwise model discussed in Section 3.4.2 and using the same set of features

as used by NEWSSPIKE-PARA. To generate output clusters, transitivity is assumed inside the

NewsSpike-set. For example, when the pairwise model predicts that (r1, r2) and (r1, r3) are both

paraphrases, the resulting cluster is {r1, r2, r3}.

Socher: Socher et al. [112] achieved the best results on the Dolan et al. [37] dataset, and

released their code and models. We used their off-the-shelf predictor to replace the classifier in our

Pairwise model. Given sentential paraphrases, aligning relation phrases is natural, because OpenIE

has already identified the relation phrases.
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Table 3.1 shows precision and recall numbers. It is interesting that the basic model already ob-

tains 0.67 precision overall and 0.53 in the diverse condition. This demonstrates that the NewsSpike-sets

generated from the news streams are a promising resource for paraphrasing. Socher’s method per-

forms better, but not as well as Pairwise or NEWSSPIKE-PARA, especially in the diverse cases.

This is probably due to the fact that Socher’s method is purely based on text metrics and does

not consider any temporal attributes. Taking into account the features used by NEWSSPIKE-PARA,

Pairwise significantly improves the precision, which demonstrates the power of our temporal corre-

spondence heuristics. Our joint cluster model, NEWSSPIKE-PARA, which considers both temporal

features and constraints, gets the best performance in both conditions.

We conducted ablation testing to evaluate how spike features and tense features, which are par-

ticularly relevant to the temporal aspects of news streams, can improve performance. Figure 3.4

compares the precision/recall curves for three systems in the diverse condition: (1) NEWSSPIKE-PARA;

(2) w/oSpike: turning off all spike features; and (3) w/oTense: turning off all features about tense.

(4) w/oDiscourse: turning off one event-mention per discourse heuristic. There are some dips in

the curves because they are drawn after sorting the predictions by the value of the corresponding

ILP objective functions, which do not perfectly reflect prediction accuracy. However, it is clear

that NEWSSPIKE-PARA produces greater precision over all ranges of recall.

3.5.3 Comparison with Methods using the Distributional Hypothesis

We evaluated our model against methods based on the distributional hypothesis. We ran NEWSSPIKE-PARA

over all NewsSpike-sets except for the development set and compared to the following systems:

Resolver: Resolver [134] uses a set of extraction tuples in the form of (a1, r, a2) as the

input and creates a set of relation clusters as the output paraphrases4. We evaluated Resolver’s

performance with an input of the 2.6 million extractions described in section 3.5.1, using Resolver’s

default parameters.

4Resolver also produces argument clusters, but this paper only evaluates relation clustering
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Figure 3.4: Precision recall curves on hard, diverse cases for NEWSSPIKE-PARA, w/oSpike,
w/oTense and w/oDiscourse.
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ResolverNYT: Since Resolver is supposed to perform better when given more accurate statis-

tics from a larger corpus, we tried giving it more data. Specifically, we ran ReVerb on 1.8 million

NY Times articles published between 1987 and 2007 obtain 60 million extractions [103]. We ran

Resolver on the union of this and our standard test set, but report performance only on clusters

whose relations were seen in our news stream.

ResolverNytTop: Resolver is designed to achieve good performance on its top results. We

thus ranked the ResolverNYT outputs by their scores and report the precision of the top 100 clus-

ters.

Cosine: Cosine similarity is a basic metric for the distributional hypothesis. This system

employs the same setup as Resolver in order to generate paraphrase clusters, except that Resolver’s

similarity metric is replaced with the cosine. Each relation is represented by a vector of argument

pairs. The similarity threshold to merge two clusters was 0.5.

CosineNYT: As for ResolverNYT, we ran CosineNYT with an extra 60 million extractions

and reported the performance on relations seen in our news stream.

We measured the precision of each system by manually labeling all output if 100 or fewer clus-

ters were generated (e.g.ResolverNytTop), otherwise 100 randomly chosen clusters were sampled.

Annotators first determined the meaning of every output cluster and then created a gold cluster

by choosing the correct relations5. Unlike many papers that simply report recall on the most fre-

quent relations, we evaluated the total number of returned relations in the output clusters. As in

Section 3.5.2, we also report numbers for the case of lexically diverse relation phrases.

As can be seen in Table 3.2, NEWSSPIKE-PARA outperformed methods based on the distribu-

tional hypothesis. The performance of the Cosine and CosineNyt was very low, suggesting that

simple similarity metrics are insufficient for handling the paraphrasing problem, even when large-

scale input is involved. Resolver and ResolverNyt employ an advanced similarity measurement

and achieve better results. However, it is surprising that Resolver results in a greater precision

than ResolverNyt. It is possible that argument pairs from news streams spanning 20 years some-

5The gold cluster could be empty if the output cluster was nonsensical
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System
all diverse

prec #rels prec #rels
Resolver 0.78 129 0.65 57

ResolverNyt 0.64 1461 0.52 841
ResolverNytTop 0.83 207 0.72 79

Cosine 0.65 17 0.33 9
CosineNyt 0.56 73 0.46 59

NEWSSPIKE-PARA 0.93 21580 0.87 5681

Table 3.2: Comparison with methods using the distributional hypothesis

times provide incorrect evidence for paraphrasing. For example, there were extractions like (the

Rangers, be third in, the NHL) and (the Rangers, be fourth in, the NHL) from news in

2007 and 2003 respectively. Using these phrases, ResolverNyt produced the incorrect cluster {be

third in, be fourth in}. NEWSSPIKE-PARA achieves greater precision than even the best results

from ResolverNytTop, because NEWSSPIKE-PARA successfully captures the temporal heuristics,

and does not confuse synonyms with antonyms, or causes with effects. NEWSSPIKE-PARA also

returned on order of magnitude greater number of relations than other methods.

3.5.4 Discussion

Unlike some domain-specific clustering methods, we tested on all relation phrases extracted by

OpenIE on the collected news streams. There are no restrictions on the types of relations. Output

paraphrases cover a broad range, including politics, sports, entertainment, health, science, etc.

There are 8,885 nonempty clusters over 15,740 distinct phrases with average size 2.3. Unlike

methods based on distributional similarity, NewsSpike correctly clusters infrequently appearing

phrases.

Since we focus on high precision, it is not surprising that most clusters are of size 2 and 3. These

high precision clusters can contribute a lot to generate larger paraphrase clusters. For example, one

can invent the technique to merge smaller clusters together. The work presented here provides a

foundation for future work to more closely examine these challenges.
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While the work presented here gives promising results, there are still behaviors found in news

streams that prove challenging. Many errors are due to the discourse context: the two sentences

are synonymous in the given NewsSpike-set, but the relation phrases are not paraphrases in gen-

eral. For example, consider the following two sentences: “DA14 narrowly misses Earth” and

“DA14 flies so close to Earth”. Statistics information from large corpus would be helpful to

handle such challenges. Note in this paper, in order to fairly compare with the distributional hy-

pothesis, we purposely forced NEWSSPIKE-PARA not to rely on any distribution similarity. But

NEWSSPIKE-PARA’s graphical model has the flexibility to incorporate any similarity metrics as

features. Such a hybrid model has great potential to increase both precision and recall, which is

one goal for future work.

3.6 Conclusion

Paraphrasing event relations is crucial to many natural language processing applications, includ-

ing relation extraction, question answering, summarization, and machine translation. Unfortu-

nately, previous approaches based on distribution similarity and parallel corpora, often produce

low precision clusters. This paper introduces three Temporal Correspondence Heuristics that

characterize semantically equivalent phrases in news streams. We present a novel algorithm,

NEWSSPIKE-PARA, based on a probabilistic graphical model encoding these heuristics, which

harvests high-quality paraphrases of event relations.

Experiments show NEWSSPIKE-PARA’s improvement relative to several other methods, espe-

cially at producing lexically diverse clusters. Ablation tests confirm that our temporal features are

crucial to NEWSSPIKE-PARA’s precision. In order to spur future research, we are releasing an

annotated corpus of time-stamped news articles and our harvested relation clusters.
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Chapter 4

NEWSSPIKE-RE: EXPLOITING PARALLEL NEWS STREAMS FOR
UNSUPERVISED EVENT EXTRACTION

Most approaches to relation extraction, the task of extracting ground facts from natural lan-

guage text, are based on machine learning and thus starved by scarce training data. Manual an-

notation is too expensive to scale to a comprehensive set of relations. Distant supervision, which

automatically creates training data, only works with relations that already populate a knowledge

base (KB). Unfortunately, KBs such as FreeBase rarely cover event relations (e.g. “person travels

to location”). Thus, the problem of extracting a wide range of events — e.g., from news streams

— is an important, open challenge.

In this chapter, we introduce NEWSSPIKE-RE, a novel, unsupervised algorithm that discov-

ers event relations and then learns to extract them. NEWSSPIKE-RE uses a novel probabilistic

graphical model to cluster sentences describing similar events from parallel news streams. These

clusters then comprise training data for the extractor. Our evaluation shows that NEWSSPIKE-RE

generates high quality training sentences and learns extractors that perform much better than ri-

val approaches, more than doubling the area under a precision-recall curve compared to Universal

Schemas.

4.1 Introduction

Relation extraction, the process of extracting structured information from natural language tex-

t, grows increasingly important for Web search and question answering. Traditional supervised

approaches, which can achieve high precision and recall, are limited by the cost of labeling train-

ing data and are unlikely to scale to the thousands of relations on the Web. Another approach,

distant supervision [31, 126], creates its own training data by matching the ground instances of a
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Knowledge base (KB) (e.g. Freebase) to the unlabeled text.

Unfortunately, while distant supervision can work well in some situations, the method is limit-

ed to relatively static facts (e.g., born-in(person, location) or capital-of(location,location)) where

there is a corresponding knowledge base. But what about dynamic event relations (also known

as fluents), such as travel-to (person, location) or fire (organization, person)? Since these

time-dependent facts are ephemeral, they are rarely stored in a pre-existing KB. At the same time,

knowledge of real-time events is crucial for making informed decisions in fields like finance and

politics. Indeed, news stories report events almost exclusively, so learning to extract events is an

important open problem.

Researchers have also proposed unsupervised relation extraction methods, such as matrix fac-

torization [98] and latent variable models [133]. Often these approaches cluster phrases and in-

stances jointly, based on co-occurrence. While these methods can be used to extract event at

least in theory, inspection shows that they often confuse related but semantically different phrases

(e.g. buy and own; beat and lose), which are not synonymous and may even be antonyms. This is

because the common clustering assumptions (e.g. low rank, latent topic) about the co-occurring ob-

servations don’t produce any direct negative evidence to separate the heavily co-occurring phrases.

As a result, they will be clustered together even if they are semantically different. This limitation

significantly reduces the precision of the traditional unsupervised approaches.

This chapter develops a new unsupervised technique, NEWSSPIKE-RE, to both discover event

relations and extract them with high precision. The intuition underlying NEWSSPIKE-RE is that

the text of articles from two different news sources are not independent, since they are each condi-

tioned on the same real-world events. By looking for rarely described entities that suddenly “spike”

in popularity on a given date, one can identify paraphrases. Such temporal correspondence [139]

allow one to cluster diverse sentences, and the resulting clusters may be used to form training data

in order to learn event extractors. Furthermore, one can also exploit parallel news to obtain direct

negative evidence. To see this, suppose one day the news includes the following:

“Snowden travels to Hong Kong, off southeastern China.”

“Snowden cannot stay in Hong Kong as Chinese officials will not allow ...”
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Since news stories are usually coherent, it is highly unlikely that travel to and stay in (which

is negated) are synonymous. By leveraging such direct negative phrases, we can learn extractors

capable of distinguishing heavily co-occurring but semantically different phrases, thereby avoid-

ing many extraction errors. Our NEWSSPIKE-RE system encapuslates these intuitions in a novel

graphical model making the following contributions:

• We develop a method to discover a set of distinct, salient event relations from news streams.

• We describe an algorithm to exploit parallel news streams to cluster sentences that belong to

the same event relations. In particular, we propose the temporal negation heuristic to avoid

conflating co-occurring but non-synonymous phrases.

• We introduce a probabilistic graphical model to generate training for a sentential event extractor

without requiring any human annotations.

• We present a series of detailed experiments demonstrating that the event extractors learned

from the generated training data significantly outperform several competitive baselines, e.g.

our system more than doubles the area under the micro-averaged, PR curve (0.80 vs. 0.30)

compared to Riedel’s Universal Schemas [98].

4.2 System Overview

News articles report an enormous number of events every day. Our system, NEWSSPIKE-RE,

aligns parallel news streams to identify and extract these events as shown in Figure 4.1. NEWSSPIKE-RE

has both training and test phases. Its training phase has two main steps: event-relation discovery

and training-set generation. Section 4.3 describes our event relation discovery algorithm, which

processes time-stamped news articles to discern a set of salient, distinct event relations in the

form of E = e(t1, t2), where e is a representative event phrase and ti are types of the two argu-

ments. NEWSSPIKE-RE generates the event phrases using an Open Information Extraction (IE)

system [41], and uses a fine-grained entity recognition system FIGER [69] to generate type de-

scriptors such as “company ”, “politician”, and “medical treatment”.

The second part of NEWSSPIKE-RE’s training phase, described in Section 4.4, is a method
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Figure 4.1: During its training phase, NEWSSPIKE-RE first groups parallel sentences as
NewsSpikes. Next, the system automatically discovers a set of event relations. Then, a probabilis-
tic graphical model clusters sentences from the NewsSpike as training data for each discovered
relation, which is used to learn sentential event extractors. During the testing phase, the extractor
takes test sentences as input and predicts event extractions.

for building extractors for the discovered event relations. Our approach is motivated by the intu-

ition, adapted from Zhang and Weld [139], that articles from different news sources typically use

different sentences to describe the same event, and that corresponding sentences can be identified

when they mention a unique pair of real-world entities. For example, when an unusual entity pair

(Selena, Norway) is suddenly seen in three articles on a single day:

Selena traveled to Norway to see her ex-boyfriend.

Selena arrived in Norway for a rendezvous with Justin.

Selena’s trip to Norway was no coincidence.

It is likely that all three refer to the same event relation, travel-to(person, location)1, and can be

used as positive training examples for the relation.

Additionally, the parallel sentences allow us to cluster same-event instances more accurately.

1For clarity in the paper, we refer to this relation as travel-to, even though the phrase arrive in is actually more
frequent and is selected as the name of this relation by our event discovery algorithm, as shown in Table 4.2.
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For example, one day when we read

Murphy helps Mets defeat Yankees.

The Mets’ victory against Yankees means...

The lineup as the Mets face Yankees ...

Even if the phrase beat is not there, it is still possible to conclude that Mets beat Yankee,

because the shared event phrase “<-[poss]-victory-[prep-against]->”. It further allows us to use

the additional good sentences “... defeat ...”.

As in Zhang & Weld [139], we group parallel sentences sharing the same argument pair and

date in a structure called a NewsSpike. But rather than only considering sentences that have OpenIE

tuples, we include all sentences mentioning the arguments (e.g. Selena’s trip to Norway) in the

NewsSpike, and use the lexicalized dependency path between the arguments (e.g. <-[poss]-trip-

[prep-to]->2, as the event phrase. In this way, we can generalize extractors beyond the scope

of OpenIE. Formally, a NewsSpike is a tuple, (a1, a2, d, S), where a1 and a2 are arguments (e.g.

Selena), d is a date, and S is a set of argument-labeled sentences {(s, a1, a2, p) . . .} in which s is

a sentence with arguments a1 and a2 and event phrase p.

It’s important that non-synonomous sentences like “Selena stays in Norway” should be ex-

cluded from the training data for travel-to(person, location) even if a travel-to event did apply to

that argument pair. In order to select only the synonomous sentences, we develop a probabilistic

graphical model, described in Section 4.4.2, to accurately assign sentences from NewsSpikes to

each discovered event relation E. Given this annotated data, NEWSSPIKE-RE trains extractors

using a multi-class logistic regression classfier.

During the testing phase, NEWSSPIKE-RE accepts arbitrary sentences (no date-stamp required),

uses FIGER to identify possible arguments, and uses the classifier to predicts which events (if any)

hold between an argument pair. We describe the extraction process in Section 4.5.

Note that NEWSSPIKE-RE is an unsupervised algorithm that requires no manual labelling of

the training instances. Like distant supervision, the key is to automatically generate the training

2The dependency path will be referred to as “’s trip to”.
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data, at which point a traditional supervised classifier may be applied to learn an extractor. Because

distant supervision creates very noisy annotations, researchers often use specialized learners that

model the correctness of a training example with a latent variable [99, 54], but we found this

unnecessary, because NEWSSPIKE-RE creates high quality training data.

4.3 Discovering Salient Events

The first step of NEWSSPIKE-RE is to discover a set of event relations in the form ofE = e(t1, t2),

where e is an event phrase, and ti are fine-grained argument types generated by FIGER, augment-

ed with the important types “number” and “money”, which are recognized by the Stanford name

entity recognition system [43]. To be most useful, the discovered event relations should cover

salient events that are frequently reported in the news articles. Formally, we say that a NewsSpike

η = (a1, a2, d, S) mentions E = e(t1, t2) if the types of ai are ti for each i, and one of its sen-

tence has e as the event phrase between the arguments. To maximize the salience of the events,

NEWSSPIKE-RE will prefer event relations that are “mentioned” by more NewsSpikes.

In addition, the set of event relations should be distict. For example, if the relation travel-

to(person, location) is already in the set, then visit(person, location) should not be selected as a

separate relation. To reduce overlap, discovered event relations should not be mentioned by the

same NewsSpike.

Let E be all candidate event relations, N be all NewsSpikes. Our goal is to select the K most

salient relations from E , minimizing overlap between relations. We can frame this task as a variant

of the bipartite graph edge-cover problem. Let a bipartite graph G have one node Ei for each event

relation in E and one node ηj for each NewsSpike in N . There is an edge between Ei and ηj if ηj

mentions Ei. The edge-cover problem is to select a largest subset of edges subject to (1) at most

K nodes of Ei are chosen and all edges incident to them are chosen as the covered edges; (2) each

node of ηj is incident to at most one edge. The first constraint guarantees that there are exactly

K event relations discovered; the second constraint ensures that no NewsSpike participates in two

event relations. Figure 4.2 shows the optimized solution of a simple graph with K = 2, which can

cover 3 edges with 2 event relations that have no overlapping NewsSpikes.
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𝐸3

Figure 4.2: A simple example of the edge-cover algorithm with K=2, where Ei are event relations
and ηj are NewsSpikes. The optimal solution selects E1 with edges to η1 and η2, and E3 with edge
to η3. These two event relations cover all the NewsSpikes.

Since both the objective function and constraints are linear, we can optimize this edge-cover

problem with integer linear programming [84]. By solving the optimization problem, NEWSSPIKE-RE

finds a salient set of event relations incident to the covered edges. The discovered relations with K

set to 30 are shown in Table 4.2 in Section 4.6. In addition, the covered edges bring us the initial

mapping between the event types and NewsSpikes, which is used to train the probabilistic model

in Section 4.4.3.

Let xEη ∈ {0, 1} represent the edge between η and E, while xEη = 1 if the edge is covered; let

the value of yE ∈ {0, 1} tell us whether E is selected as the salient event. The edge-cover problem

becomes the Integer Linear Programming problem:

Max
∑
E,η

xEη (4.1)

s.t. ∀R : yE ≤
∑
η

xEη ;
∑
E

yE = K

∀η :
∑
E

xEη ≤ 1

Those K fluent relations with yE = 1 are the our discovered events.
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4.4 Generating the Training Sentences

After NEWSSPIKE-RE has discovered a set of event relations, it then generates training instances

to learn an extractor for each relation. In this section, we present our algorithm for generat-

ing the training sentences. As shown in Figure 3.1, the generator takes N NewsSpikes {ηi =

(a1i, a2i, di, Si)|i = 1 . . . N} and K event relations {Ek = ek(t1k, t2k)|k = 1 . . . K} as input. For

every event relation, Ek, the generator identifies a subset of sentences from ∪Ni=1Si expressing the

event relation as training sentences. In this section, we first characterize the paraphrased event

phrases and the parallel sentences in NewsSpikes. Then we show how to encode this heuristic in

a probabilistic graphical model that jointly paraphrases the event phrases and identifies a set of

training sentences.

4.4.1 Exploiting Properties of Parallel News

Previous work [139] proposed several heuristics that are useful to find similar sentences in a

NewsSpike. For example, the temporal functionality heuristic says that sentences in a NewsSpike

with the same tense tend to be paraphrases. Unfortunately, these methods are too weak to generate

enough data for training high quality event extractors: (1) they are “in-spike heuristics” that tend

to generate small clusters from individual NewsSpikes. It remains unclear how to merge similar

events occuring on different days and between different entities to increase cluster size. (2) they

included heuristics to “gain precision at the expense of recall” (e.g. news articles do not state the

same fact twice), because it is hard to obtain direct negative phrases inside one NewsSpike. In

this paper, we exploit news streams in a cross-spike, global manner to obtain accurate positive and

negative signals. This allows us to dramatically improve recall while maintaining high precision.

Our system starts from the basic observation that the parallel sentences tend to be coherent. So

if a NewsSpike η = (a1, a2, d, S) is an instance of an event relationE = e(t1, t2), the event phrases

in its parallel sentences tend to be paraphrases. But sometimes the sentences in the NewsSpike are

related but not paraphrases. For example, one day “Snowden will stay in Hong Kong ...” appears

together with “Snowden travels to Hong Kong ...”. Although the fact stay-in(Snowden, Hong
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Kong) is true, it is harmful to include “Snowden will stay in Hong Kong” in the training for travel-

to(person, location).

Detecting paraphrases remains a challenge to most unsupervised approaches because they tend

to cluster heavily co-occurring phrases which may turn out to be semantically different or even

antonymous. [139] presented a method to avoid confusion between antonym and synonyms in

NewsSpikes, but did not address the problem of related but different phrases like travel to and stay

in in a NewsSpike.

To handle this, our method rests on a simple observation: when you read “Snowden travels to

Hong Kong” and “Snowden cannot stay in Hong Kong as Chinese officials do not allow ...” in

the same NewsSpike, it is unlike that travel to and stay in are synonymous event phrases because

otherwise the two news stories are describing the opposite event. This observation leads to:

Temporal Negation Heuristic 1 Two event phrases p and q tend to be semantically different if

they co-occur in the NewsSpike but one of them is in negated form.

The temporal negation heuristic helps in two ways: (1) it provides some direct negative phrases

for the event relations; NEWSSPIKE-RE uses these to heuristically label some variables in the

model. (2) It creates some useful features to implement a form of transitvity. For example, if we

find that live in and stay in are frequently co-occurring and the temporal negation heuristic tells

us that travel to and stay in are not paraphrases, this is evidence that live in is unlikely to be a

paraphrase of travel to, even if they are heavily co-occurring.

The following section describes our implementation that uses these properties to generate

high quality training. Our goal is the following: a sentence (s, a1, a2, p) from NewsSpike η =

(a1, a2, d, S) should be included in the training data for event relation E = e(t1, t2) if the event

phrase p is a paraphrase of e and the event relation E happens to the argument pair (a1, a2) at time

d.
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… for UCLA’s trip to 
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Figure 4.3: (a) The connected components depicted as plate model, where each Y is a Boolean
variable for a relation phrase and each Z is a Boolean variable for a training sentence for with that
phrase; (b) and (c) are example connected components for the event phrases ’s trip to and stay in
respectively. The goal of the model is to set Y = 1 for good paraphrases of a relation and to set
Z = 1 for good training sentences.
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4.4.2 Joint Cluster Model

As discussed above, to identify a high quality set of training sentences from NewsSpikes, one needs

to combine evidence that event phrases are paraphrases with evidence from NewsSpikes. For this

purpose, we define an undirected graphical model to jointly reason about paraphrasing the event

phrases and identifying the training sentences from NewsSpikes. We first list the notation used in

this section:

E event relation
p ∈ P event phrases
s ∈ Sp sentences w/ the event phrase p
Y p Is p a paraphrase for E?
Zs
p Is s w/ p good training for E?

Φ factors

Let P be the union of all the event phrases from every NewsSpike. For each p ∈ P , let Sp be

the set of sentences having p as its event phrase.

Figure 4.3(a) shows the model in plate form. There are two kinds of random variables corre-

sponding to phrases and sentences, respectively. For each event relation E = e(t1, t2), there exists

a connected component for every event phrase p ∈ P that models (1) whether p is a paraphrase

of e or not (modeled using Boolean phrase variables, Y p); and (2) whether each sentence of Sp

is a good training sentence for E (modeled using |Sp| Boolean sentence variables {Zs
p |s ∈ Sp}.

Intuitively, the goal of the model is to find the set of good training sentences, with Zs
p = 1. The

union of such sentences over the different phrases, ∪p{s|Zs
p = 1}, defines the training sentences

for the event. Figure 4.3(b) and 4.3(c) show two example connected-components for the event

phrases ’s trip to and stay in respectively.

Now, we can define the joint distribution over the event phrases and the sentences. The joint

distribution is a function defined on factors that encode our observations about NewsSpikes as

features and constraints. The phrase factor Φphrase is a log-linear function attaching to Y p with the

paraphrasing features, such as whether p and e co-occur in the NewsSpikes, or whether p shares

the same head word with e. They are used to distinguish whether p is a good event phrase.
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A sentence should not be identified as a good training sentence if it does not contain a positive

event phrase. For example, if Y stay in in Figure 4.3(b) takes the value of 0, thus all sentences with

the event phrase stay in should also take the value of 0. We implement this constraint with a joint

factor Φjoint among Y p and Zs
p variable.

In addition, good training sentences occur when the NewsSpike is an event instance. To encode

this observation, we need to featurize the NewsSpikes and let them bias the assignments. Our mod-

el implements this with two types of log-linear factors: (1) the unary in-spike factor Φin depends

on the sentence variables and contains features about the corresponding NewsSpike. The factor is

used to distinguish whether the NewsSpike is an instance of e(t1, t2), such as whether the argument

types of the NewsSpike match the designated types t1, t2; (2) the pairwise cross-spike factors Φcross

connect pairs of sentences. This uses features such as whether the pair of NewsSpikes for the two

sentences have high textual similarity, and whether two NewsSpikes contain negated event phrases.

We define the joint distribution for the connected component for p as follows. Let Z be the

vector of sentence variables, let x be the features. The joint distribution is:

p(Y = y,Z = z|x; Θ)
def
=

1

Zx
Φphrase(y,x)

×Φjoint(y, z)
∏
s

Φin(zs,x)
∏
s,s′

Φcross(zs, zs
′
,x)

where the parameter vector Θ is the weight vector of the features in Φin and Φcross, which are log-

linear functions. The joint factors Φjoint is zero when Y p = 0 but some Zs
p = 1. Otherwise, it is

set to 1. We use integer linear programming to perform MAP inference on the model, finding the

predictions y, z that maximize the probability.

4.4.3 Learning from Heuristic Labels

We now present the learning algorithm for our joint cluster model. The goal of the learning algo-

rithm is to set Θ for the log-linear functions in the factors in a way that maximizes the likelihood
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Input: NewsSpikes and the connected components of the
model;

Heuristic Labels:
1. find positive and negative phrases and sentences
P+, P−, S+, S−;

2. label the connected componenets accordingly and
create {(Y label

i ,Zlabel
i ) |Mi=1}.

Learning: Update Θ with the perceptron learning algorith-
m.

Output: the values of all variables in the connected compo-
nents with the MAP inference.

Figure 4.4: Learning from Heuristic Labels

estimation. We do this in a totally unsupervised manner, since manual annotation is expensive and

not scalable to large numbers of event relations.

The weights are learned in three steps: (1) NEWSSPIKE-RE creates a set of heuristic labels for

a subset of variables in the graphical model; (2) it uses the heuristic labels as supervision for the

model; (3) it updates Θ with the perceptron learning algorithm. The weights are used to infer the

values of the variables that don’t have heuristic labels. The procedure is summarized in Figure 4.4.

For each event relation E = e(t1, t2), NEWSSPIKE-RE creates heuristic labels as follows: (1)

P+: the temporal functionality heuristic [139] says that if an event phrase p co-occurs with e in

the NewsSpikes, it tends to be a paraphrase of e. We add the most frequently co-occurring event

phrases to P+. P+ also includes e itself. (2) P−: the temporal negation heuristic says that if p and

e co-occur in the NewsSpike but one of them is in its negated form, p should be negatively labeled.

We add those event phrases to P−. If a phrase p appears in both P+ and P−, we remove it from

both sets. (3) S+: we first get the positive NewsSpikes from the solution of the edge-cover problem

in section 4.3. We treat the NewsSpike η as positive if the edge between η and E is covered. Next,

every sentence with p ∈ P+ is added into S+. (4) S−: since the event relations discovered in

section 4.3 tend to be distinct relations, a sentence is treated as negative sentence for E if it is

heuristically labeled as positive for E ′ 6= E. In addition, S− includes all sentences with p ∈ P−.
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With P+, P−, S+, S−, we define the heuristic labeled set to be {(Y label
i ,Zlabel

i ) |Mi=1}, where

M is the number of the connected components with the corresponding event phrases p ∈ P+ ∪

P−; Y label
i = 1 if p ∈ P+ and Y label

i = 0 if p ∈ P−. Zi is labeled similarly, but note that

if the sentence in the connected component doesn’t exist in S+ ∪ S−, NEWSSPIKE-RE doesn’t

include the corresponding variable in Zlabel
i . With {(Y label

i ,Zlabel
i ) |Mi=1}, learning can be done with

maximum likelihood estimation as L(Θ) = log
∏

i p(Yi = ylabeli ,Zi = zlabeli | xi,Θ). Following

[30], we use a fast perceptron learning approach to update Θ. It consists of iterating two steps: (1)

MAP inference given the current weight; (2) penalizing the weights if the inferred assignments are

different from the heuristic labeled assignments.

4.5 Sentential Event Extraction

As shown in Figure 3.1, we learn the extractors from the generated training sentences. Note that

most distant supervised [54, 119] approaches use multi-instance, aggregate-level training (i.e. the

supervision comes from labeled sets of instances instead of individually labeled sentences). Coping

with the noise inherent in these multi-instance bags remains a big challenge for distant supervision.

In contrast, our sentence-level training data is more direct and minimizes noise. Therefore, we

implement the event extractor as a simple multi-class, L2-regularized logistic regression classifier.

For features of the classifier, we use the lexicalized dependency paths, the OpenIE phrases, the

minimal subtree of the dependency parse and the bag-of-words between the arguments. We also

augment them with fine grained argument types produced by FIGER [69]. The event extractor that

is learned can take individual test sentences (s, a1, a2) as input and predict whether that sentence

expresses the event between (a1, a2).

4.6 Empirical Evaluation

Our evaluation addresses two questions. Section 4.6.2 considers whether our training generation

algorithm identifies accurate and diverse sentences. Then, Section 4.6.3 investigates whether the

event extractor, learned from the training sentences, outperforms other extraction approaches.
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4.6.1 Experimental Setup

We follow the procedure described in [139] to collect parallel news streams and generate the

NewsSpikes: first, we get news seeds and query the Bing newswire search engine to gather ad-

ditional, time-stamped, news articles on a similar topic; next, we extract OpenIE tuples from the

news articles and group the sentences that share the same arguments and date into NewsSpikes.

We collected the news stream corpus from March 1st 2013 to July 1st 2014. We split the dataset

into two parts: in the training phrase, we use the news streams in 2013 (named NS13) to generate

the training sentences. NS13 has 33k NewsSpikes containing 173k sentences.

We evaluated the extraction performance on news articles collected in 2014 (named NS14).

In this way, we make sure the test sentences are unseen during training. There are 15 million

sentences in NS14. We randomly sample 100k unique sentences having two different arguments

recognized by the name entity recognition system.

For our event discovery algorithm, we set the number of event relations to be 30 and ran the

algorithm on NS13. The algorithm takes 6 seconds to run on a 2.3GHz CPU. Note that most

previous unsupervised relation discovery algorithms require additional manual post-processing to

assign names to the output clusters. In contrast, NEWSSPIKE-RE discovers the event relations

fully automatically and the output is self-explanatory. We list them together with the by-event

extraction performance in Table 4.2. From the table, we can see that most of the discovered event

relations are salient with little overlap between relations.

While we arbitrarily set K to 30 in our experiments, there is no inherent limit to the number of

relation phrases as long as the news corpus provides sufficient support to learn an extractor for each

relation. In future, we plan to explore much larger sets of event relations to see if the extraction

accuracy is maintained.

The joint cluster model that identifies training sentences for each event relation E = e(t1, t2)

uses cosine similarity between the event phrase p of a sentence and the canonical phrases of each

relation as features in the phrase factors in Figure 4.3(a). It also includes the cosine similarity

between p and a set of “anti-phrases” for the event relation which are recognized by the temporal
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negation heuristic.

For the in-spike factor, we measure whether the fine-grained argument types of the sentence

returned from the FIGER system matches the required ti respectively. In addition, we implement

the features from [139] to measure whether the sentence is describing the event of the NewsSpike.

For the cross-spike factors, we use textual similarity features between the two sets of parallel

sentences to measure the distance between the pair of NewsSpikes.

4.6.2 Quality of the Generated Training Set

The key to a good learning system is a high-quality training set. In this section, we compare

our joint model against pipeline systems that consider paraphrases and argument type matching

sequentially, based on the following paraphrasing techniques.

Basic is based on the temporal functionality heuristic of [139]. It treats all event phrases ap-

pearing in the same NewsSpike as paraphrases. Yates09 uses Resolver [134] to create clusters

of phrases. Resolver measures the similarity between the phrases by means of both distributional

features and textual features. We convert the sentences in NewsSpikes into tuples in the form of

(a1, p, a2), and run Resolver on these tuples to generate the paraphrases. Zhang13: We used the

generated paraphrase set from [139]. Ganit13: Ganitkevitch et al. [46] released a large paraphrase

database (PPDB) based on exploiting the bilingual parallel corpora. Note that some of these para-

phrasing systems do not handle dependency paths. So when p is a dependency path, we use the

surface string between the arguments as the phrase.

We also conduct ablation testing on NEWSSPIKE-RE to measure the effect of the cross-spike

factors and the temporal negation heuristic: w/o Cross uses a simpler model by removing the cross-

spike factors of NEWSSPIKE-RE; w/o Negation uses the same joint cluster model as NEWSSPIKE-RE

but removes the features and the heuristic labels coming from the temporal negation heuristic.

We measured the micro- and macro- accuracy of each system by manually labeling 1000 ran-

domly chosen output from each system3. Annotators read each training sentence, and decided if

3Two Odesk workers were asked to label the dataset, a graduate student then reconciled any disagreements.
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system
all diverse

# mi. ma. # mi. ma.
Basic 43,718 0.50 0.62 12,701 0.38 0.51
Yates09 15,212 0.78 0.76 586 0.48 0.50
Ganit13 14,420 0.74 0.71 1,210 0.53 0.53
Zhang13 14,804 0.76 0.75 890 0.63 0.61
NEWSSPIKE-RE 20,105 0.88 0.89 2,156 0.71 0.72
w/o cross 16,463 0.86 0.86 1,883 0.67 0.69
w/o neg 33,548 0.76 0.81 4,019 0.64 0.68

Table 4.1: Quality of the generated training sentences (count, micro- and macro- accuracy), where
“all” includes sentences with all event phrases and “diverse” are those with distinct event phrases.

it was a good example for a particular event. We also report the number of generated sentences.

Since the extractor should generalize over sentences with dissimilar expressions, it is crucial to

identify sentences with diverse event phrases. Therefore we also measured the accuracy and the

count of a “diverse” condition: only consider the subset of sentences with distinct event phrases.

Table 4.1 shows the accuracy and the number of training examples. The basic temporal system

brings us 0.50/0.62 micro- and macro- accuracy overall and 0.38/0.51 in the diverse condition. It

shows that NewsSpikes are promising resources to generate the training set, but that elaboration is

necessary. Yates09 gets 0.78/0.76 accuracy overall because its textual features help it to recognize

many good sentences with similar phrases. But for the diverse condition, it gets lower precision

because the distributional hypothesis fails to distinguish those correlated but different phrases.

Although Ganitkevitch13 and Zhang13 leverage existing paraphrase databases, it is interesting

that their accuracy is still not good. It is largely because many times the paraphrasing must depend

on the context: e.g. “Cutler hits Martellus Bennett with TD in closing seconds.” is not good for

the beat(team, team) relation, even though hit is a synonym for beat in general. These two systems

show that it is not enough to use an off-the-shelf paraphrasing database for extraction.

The ablation test shows the effectiveness of the temporal negation hypothesis: after turning

off the relevant features and heuristic labels, the precision drops about 10 percentage points. In

addition, the cross-spike factors bring NEWSSPIKE-RE about 22% more training sentences and

also increase the accuracy.
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Figure 4.5: Precision pseudo-recall curves for all 30 event relations. NEWSSPIKE-RE has AUC
0.80, more than doubling R13 (0.30) and 35% higher than R13P (0.59) for all event relations.

We did bootstrap sampling to test the statistical significance of NEWSSPIKE-RE’s improve-

ment in accuracy over each comparison system and ablation of NEWSSPIKE-RE. For each system

we computed the accuracy of 10 samples of 100 labeled outputs. We then ran the paired t-test

over the accuracy numbers of each other system compared to NEWSSPIKE-RE. For all but w/o

cross the improvement is strongly significant with p-value less than 1%. The increase in accuracy

compared to w/o cross has borderline significance (p-value 5.5%), but is a clear win with its 22%

increase in training size.

4.6.3 Performance of the Event Extractors

Most previous relation extraction approaches either require a manually labeled training set, or work

only on a pre-defined set of relations that have ground instances from KBs. The closest work to

NEWSSPIKE-RE is Universal Schemas [98], which addresses the limitation of distant supervision
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Figure 4.6: Precision pseudo-recall curves for buy(org, org), this figure includes the distant su-
pervision algorithm MIML learned from matching the Freebase relation to The New York Times.
NEWSSPIKE-RE has AUC 0.80, more than doubling R13 (0.30) and 35% higher than R13P (0.59)
for buy(org, org) event relations.
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that the relations must exist in KBs. Their solution is to treat the surface strings, dependency

paths, and relations from KBs as equal “schemas”, and then to exploit the correlation between

the instances and the schemas from a very large unlabeled corpus. In their paper, Riedel et al.

evaluated only on static relations from Freebase and achieve state-of-the-art performance. But

Universal Schemas can be adapted to handle events, by introducing the events as schemas and

heuristically finding seed instances.

We set up a competing system (R13) as follows: (1) We take the NYTimes corpus published

between 1987 and 2007 [103], the dataset used by Riedel et al. [98] containing 1.8 million NY

Times articles; (2) The instances (i.e. the rows of the matrix) come from the entity pairs from

the news articles; (3) There are two types of columns: some are the extraction features used by

NEWSSPIKE-RE, including the lexicalized dependency paths described in Riedel et al.; others

are event relations E = e(t1, t2); (4) For an entity pair (a1, a2), if there is an OpenIE extraction

(a1, e, a2) and the entity types of (a1, a2) match (t1, t2), we assume the event relationE is observed

on that instance.

As shown in Table 4.1, parallel news streams are a promising resource for clustering because

of the strong correlation between the instances and the event phrases. We train another version

of Universal Schemas R13P on the parallel news streams NS13. In particular, entity pairs from

different NewsSpikes are used as different rows in the matrix.

We would like to measure the precision and recall of the extractors. But note that it is impossi-

ble to fully label all the sentences, so we follow the “pooling” technique described in [98] to create

the labeled dataset. For every competing system, we sample 100 top outputs for every event rela-

tion and add this to the pool. The annotators are shown these sentences and asked to judge whether

the sentence expresses the event relation or not. After that, the labeled set become “gold” and can

be used to measure the precision and pseudo-recall. There are in all 6,178 distinct sentences in

the pool, since some outputs are produced by multiple systems. Among them, 2,903 sentences are

labeled as positive. In Table 4.2, the # columns show the number of true extractions in the pool for

every event relation.

Similar to the diverse condition in Table 4.1, it is important that the extractor can correctly pre-
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dict on diverse sentences that are dissimilar to each other. Thus we conducted a “diverse pooling”:

for each system, we report numbers for the sentences with different dependency paths between the

arguments for every discovered event.

Figure 4.5 shows the precision pseudo-recall curve for all sentences for the three systems.

NEWSSPIKE-RE outperforms the competing systems by a large margin. For example, the area

under the curve (AUC) of NEWSSPIKE-RE for all sentences is 0.80 while that of R13P and R13

are 0.59 and 0.30. This is a 35% increase over R13P and 2.7 times the area compared to R13.

Similar increases in AUC are observed on diverse sentences. Table 4.2 further lists the breakdown

numbers for each event relation, as well as the micro and macro average. Although Universal

Schemas had some success for several relations, NEWSSPIKE-RE achieved the best F1 for 26 out

of 30 event relations; best AUC for 26 out of 30. The advantage is even greater in the diverse

condition. It is interesting to see that R13P performs much better than R13, since the data coming

from NYTimes is much noisier.

A closer look shows that Universal Schemas tends to confuse correlated but different phrases.

NEWSSPIKE-RE, however, rarely made these errors because our model can effectively exploit

negative evidence to distinguish them.

Comparing to Distant Supervision

Although the most event relations in Table 4.2 cannot be handled by the distant supervised ap-

proach, it is possible to match buy(org,org) to Freebase relations with appropriate database opera-

tors such as join and select [137]. To evaluate how distant supervision performs, we introduce the

system DS on NYT based on a manual mapping of buy(org,org) to the join relation4 in Freebase.

Then we match its instances to NYTimes articles and follow the steps of Surdeanu et al. [119] to

train the extractor.

The matching to NYTimes brings us 264 positive instances having 5,333 sentences, but unfor-

tunately the sentence-level accuracy is only 13% based on examination of 100 random sentences.

4/organization/organization/companies_acquired1/business/acquisition/company_acquired
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Figure 4.6 shows the PR curves for all the competing systems. Distant supervision predicts the

top extractions correctly because the multi-instance technique recognizes some common expres-

sions (e.g. buy, acquire), but the precision drops dramatically since most positive expressions are

overwhelmed by the noise.

4.7 Conclusions

Popular distant supervised approaches have limited ability to handle event extraction, since fluent

facts are highly time dependent and often do not exist in any KB. This paper presents a novel unsu-

pervised approach for event extraction that exploits parallel news streams. Our NEWSSPIKE-RE

system automatically identifies a set of argument-typed events from a news corpus, and then learns

a sentential (micro-reading) extractor for each event.

We introduced a novel, temporal negation heuristic for parallel news streams that identifies

event phrases that are correlated, but are not paraphrases. We encoded this in a probabilistic graph-

ical model to cluster sentences, generating high quality training data to learn a sentential extractor.

This provides negative evidence crucial to achieving high precision training data.

Experiments show the high quality of the generated training sentences and confirm the impor-

tance of our negation heuristic. Our most important experiment shows that we can learn accurate

event extractors from this training data. NEWSSPIKE-RE outperforms comparable extractors by

a wide margin, more than doubling the area under a precision-recall curve compared to Universal

Schemas.

In future work we plan to implement our system as an end-to-end online service. This would

allow users to conveniently define events of interest, learn extractors for each event, and return

extracted facts from news streams.
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Event F1 @ max recall area u/ PR curve area u/ diverse PR curve
# R13 R13P N-RE R13 R13P N-RE # R13 R13P N-RE

acquire(organization,person) 59 .34 .33 .58 .26 .26 .57 20 .26 .17 .58
arrive in(organization,location) 95 .11 .40 .56 .01 .12 .42 18 .01 .02 .50
arrive in(person,location) 130 .61 .86 .86 .35 .67 .93 18 .26 .33 .80
beat(organization,organization) 178 .42 .85 .90 .14 .64 .84 24 .06 .53 .58
beat(person,person) 107 .57 .82 .94 .21 .53 .91 14 .08 .25 .77
buy(organization,organization) 84 .47 .47 .78 .25 .50 .82 34 .19 .40 .79
defend(person,person) 41 .37 .38 .52 .36 .47 .65 12 .13 .06 .47
die at(person,number) 158 .53 .97 .98 .31 .93 .97 17 .33 .83 .94
die(person,time) 179 .85 .91 .97 .66 .80 .96 16 .22 .63 .87
fire(organization,person) 39 .36 .33 .53 .32 .45 .88 8 .20 .10 .66
hit(event,location) 33 .00 .42 .64 .00 .51 .48 24 .00 .45 .50
lead(person,organization/sports team) 119 .77 .86 .87 .57 .73 .77 14 .30 .36 .62
leave(person,organization) 61 .40 .52 .59 .14 .38 .57 14 .07 .13 .38
meet with(person,person) 137 .74 .86 .92 .48 .73 .88 14 .28 .56 .93
nominate(person/politician,person) 44 .12 .38 .54 .13 .44 .77 27 .11 .53 .75
pay(organization,money) 134 .77 .91 .93 .52 .85 .90 17 .33 .90 .56
place(organization,person) 34 .17 .28 .50 .24 .23 .95 16 .19 .21 .94
play(person/artist,person) 173 .92 .89 .87 .88 .79 .73 15 .63 .56 .47
release(organization,person) 30 .18 .22 .60 .08 .25 .72 16 .06 .15 .81
replace(person,person) 115 .82 .89 .94 .62 .75 .87 18 .46 .58 .89
report(government agency,time) 140 .37 .84 .91 .09 .74 .83 35 .06 .52 .70
report(written work,time) 130 .64 .85 .83 .43 .82 .74 22 .38 .58 .51
return to(person/athlete,location) 45 .14 .34 .50 .03 .30 .49 21 .08 .23 .78
shoot(person,number) 101 .71 .89 .92 .49 .74 .84 8 .35 .37 .48
sign with(person,organization) 129 .47 .62 .89 .25 .46 .85 44 .15 .17 .91
sign(organization,person) 110 .45 .71 .85 .26 .63 .79 26 .15 .27 .66
unveil(organization,product) 88 .43 .71 .44 .26 .52 .30 22 .31 .22 .63
vote(government,time) 32 .29 .24 .74 .32 .25 .77 19 .35 .22 .83
win at(person,location) 100 .24 .68 .85 .08 .60 .90 40 .01 .42 .90
win(person,event) 107 .54 .77 .86 .22 .63 .77 19 .03 .26 .78
micro average 2,903 .53 .70 .81 .30 .59 .80 609 .15 .31 .71
macro average 97 .46 .64 .76 .30 .56 .76 20 .20 .37 .70

Table 4.2: Performance of extractors by event relation, reporting both precision and the area un-
der the PR curve. The # column shows the number of true extractions in the pool of sampled
output. NEWSSPIKE-RE (labeled N-RE) outperforms two implementations of Riedel’s Univer-
sal Schemas (See Section 4.6.3 for details). The advantage of NEWSSPIKE-RE over Universal
Schemas is greatest on a diverse test set where each sentence has a distinct event phrase.
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Chapter 5

NEWSSPIKE-SCALE: HIGH PERFORMANCE EVENT EXTRACTION
FOR LARGE, EXTENSIBLE ONTOLOGIES WITH MINIMAL HUMAN

EFFORT

We previously described NEWSSPIKE-RE, which achieves high performance on a set of salient

relations, where the temporal negation heuristic allows the system to recognize co-occurring but

non-synonymous phrases in an unsupervised way. What if a user wishes to flexibly input target re-

lations and create extractors for large ontologies? In this chapter, we present NEWSSPIKE-SCALE,

a semi-supervised algorithm that learns high performance event extractors for the user-specified

relations with minimal human effort. We present an algorithm to automatically find a list of most

informative trigger phrases for a relation, which the users can then tag as positive or negative.

We present a series of experiments showing that, with a few minutes’ of annotation efforts per

relation, the event extractors learned from the generated training data can achieve high and robust

performance on a large set of event relations.

5.1 Introduction

Relation Extraction (RE), the process of converting unstructured natural language into structured

facts, may open the door to great new opportunities, including general question answering on the

Web, advanced human/computer interaction, and perhaps a solid step toward artificial intelligence.

Most existing relation extraction systems work on a fixed, small ontology. Why is it challenging to

build extractors for large ontologies?

Traditional supervised approaches, which achieve some successes in small ontologies, are lim-

ited by the cost of labeling training data and are unlikely to scale to large ontologies. Distant

supervision holds the promise of creating the training data automatically by heuristically matching
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the ground instances of a knowledge base to the unlabeled corpora. However, distant supervision

is limited to static relations that could be found in the pre-existing knowledge bases. They could

not be scaled to dynamic, event relations, e.g.travel-to (person, location).

Unsupervised approaches have been developed for relation discovery and extractions. They

were designed to detect similarity among words and phrases (i.e. paraphrasing) from a large unla-

beled corpus and then further support building extractors. They are, at least in theory, scalable to

large ontologies because vast amounts of unlabeled corpus are cheap and easily available. How-

ever, most unsupervised learning approaches essentially rely on the distributional hypothesis (i.e.

words occurring in similar contexts would have similar meanings). They tend to confuse synonyms

and antonyms (e.g. rise and fall), cause and effect (e.g. shoot and kill). This confusion could seri-

ously mislead the extraction algorithms. Another drawback of unsupervised methods is that they

need a lot of occurrence information to provide accurate statistics. Even worse, it is impossible to

estimate how much occurrence is necessary. For these reasons, unsupervised methods usually fail

to produce high precision relation extractors. In particular, they tend to become unstable on low

frequency relations, which occur less often in the corpus.

We previously presented NEWSSPIKE-RE, a novel unsupervised method that exploits parallel

news streams and the temporal correspondent heuristics to automatically cluster the training sen-

tences for event relations. It achieved high performance on many salient events discovered in news

stories. In particular, unlike traditional unsupervised methods, it avoids the confusion between

antonyms and synonyms by leveraging a “temporal negation heuristic” which says that when two

phrases are not semantically different if they appear in the same NewsSpike but one of them is

in negated form. Unfortunately, when building event extraction on large ontologies, some target

relations could be low frequency events. There is no guarantee that the temporal negation heuristic

could provide stable signals. In addition, NEWSSPIKE-RE doesn’t provide flexibility for users to

specify the target relations. What if a user is interested in customizing the ontology?

In this chapter, we present NEWSSPIKE-SCALE, a semi-supervised relation extraction system.

Similar to NEWSSPIKE-RE , NEWSSPIKE-SCALE exploits the temporal correspondence heuristics

and generates training sentences from parallel news streams. The goal of NEWSSPIKE-SCALE is
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to build high performance relation extractors for large, extensible ontologies with minimal human

effort. In particular, it should be robust on less frequent relations. NEWSSPIKE-SCALE extends

the scale of NEWSSPIKE-RE in three ways:

• It allows users to specify the target relation with great freedom, so it is able to work on large,

extensible ontologies

• It automatically discovers the most informative seed phrases for users to annotate, so users can

easily customize the extractor

• A bootstrapping algorithm is employed to automatically label more seed phrases

Given the seed phrases, NEWSSPIKE-SCALE can generate training sentences for the relations

in the large ontology similar to NEWSSPIKE-RE. Since relations can overlap in large ontologies,

we develop a sentential event extractor for overlapping relations. The extractor learns from the

generated training sentences and in the testing phase, it extracts events over individual test sen-

tences.

In summary, this chapter makes the following contributions:

• We propose a new framework for relation extraction on large, extensible ontologies that allows

users to easily specify new event relations.

• We extend NEWSSPIKE-RE, an unsupervised system, to become a robust, extensible semi-

supervised system. With minimal human effort, NEWSSPIKE-SCALE can learn stable extrac-

tors even on low frequency relations.

• We present a series of experiments demonstrating that NEWSSPIKE-SCALE builds high perfor-

mance extractors on an ontology with 150 event relations. In average, the annotation costs less

than 6 minutes for each relation.

5.2 System Overview

Our goal is to build high performance extractors for large, extensible ontologies with minimal

human effort. This raises the following questions:

• How to define an extensible ontology so a user can easily specify new relations?
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Figure 5.1: System overview of NEWSSPIKE-SCALE: the system allows users to specify new
event relations and add them to the target ontology. During the training phase, the system first
finds a set of trigger phases for every relation; it presents the trigger phrases to users with their
context; NEWSSPIKE-SCALE then employs the graphical model of NEWSSPIKE-RE to generate
training sentences, which are used to learn sentential event extractors. During the testing phase,
the extractor takes a test sentence as input and predicts event extractions.
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• Where do we find the training data for the target relations?

• How could a handful of annotations substantially help relation extraction?

• How could we leverage the annotations to generate the training data and thereafter to learn the

extractors?

We will answer these questions in this section. As we did in Chapter 4, we represent a relation

in the form of e(t1, t2), where e is a representative event phrase and ti are types of the two argu-

ments. Why it is reasonable to represent the event relations in this way? First, a broad range of

relations can be represented in this form. Second, it is very convenient for a user to specify new

event relations in such forms, which makes the ontology easily extensible. Third, named entity

types help to disambiguate the event phrase and make the name of the relation meaningful. And

for this reason, when a sentence has two named entities e1 and e2 fitting the types of t1 and t2, and

e1 and e2 are connected with the event phrase e, it is very likely that the sentence is a good training

sentence for the event. This gives us useful initial sentences to learn the extractor.

Where do we find the training data for a target relation e(t1, t2)? An unsatisfying approach

would be to find a huge unlabeled dataset and to select a small subset to annotate. But when an

unlabeled dataset contains billions of sentences and only a tiny fraction of them truly state the

target relation, the small subset to annotate would rarely contain any positive sentences, which

cannot be used to learn the extractor. Another option is to employ some unsupervised assumption,

e.g. use the distributional hypothesis, to select a small subset. Unfortunately, most unsupervised

methods need unlimited occurrence information to compute the statistics. In fact, the challenge of

narrowing the scope from billions of sentences to a handful of examples that humans can read and

annotate is almost as hard as the original extraction task itself.

A better option is to generate training data from parallel news streams. As temporal func-

tionality heuristics says (Zhang and Weld [139]), articles from different news sources typically

use different sentences to describe the same event, and corresponding sentences can be identified

when they mention a unique pair of real-world entities. For example, when an unusual entity pair

(Selena, Norway) is suddenly seen in three articles on a single day:
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Selena traveled to Norway to see her ex-boyfriend.

Selena arrived in Norway for a rendezvous with Justin.

Selena’s trip to Norway was no coincidence.

It is likely that all three refer to the same event relation, travel-to(person, location), and can be used

as positive training examples for the relation. Compared with ordinary unlabeled data, sentences in

NewsSpikes are highly coherent to each other. This means that we have the opportunity to narrow

down the annotation set to a small subset but still include a large variety of expressions that truly

state the target relation.

In a manner similar to that of Zhang et al. [138], we group parallel sentences sharing the

same argument pair and date in a structure called a NewsSpike. Formally, a NewsSpikeis a tuple

(a1, a2, d, S), where a1 and a2 are arguments, d is a date, and S is a set of argument-labeled

sentences {(s, a1, a2, p) . . .} in which s is a sentence with arguments a1 and a2 and event phrase

p. In this chapter, we extend the unsupervised methods of NEWSSPIKE-RE to a semi-supervised

system, with a handful of annotations as users’ input, in pursuit of robust extractors for large,

extensible ontolgoies.

With NewsSpikes and target relations, another question arises: What kind of annotation should

we collect? A possible option is to let users to annotate some selected sentences. Unfortunately,

annotating sentences has several drawbacks:

• Reading sentences could be slow.

• Only labeling sentences from NewsSpikes could mislead the extractor, even if the label is true.

It may be surprising that even true positive labels on sentences could mislead the extractor. Sup-

pose we are annotating sentences for relation travel-to (person, location) and a user is presented

the following two sentences:

Barack Obama tells reporters in Chicago that . . . .

Barack Obama travels to Chicago.

A user might annotate the first sentence as a true example because he has the knowledge that

Obama is living in Washington DC. But unfortunately, this annotation can be misleading and harm-
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ful. By analyzing the following sentences, we can more thoroughly illustrate the point:

Barack Obama tells reporters in Washington DC.

Ed Joyner, Jr., to tell reporters in Norfolk. . .

It is obvious that Barack Obama tells reporters in Washington DC doesn’t mean travel

to(Barack Obama, Washington DC) because he lives there. If a user does not know who Ed

Joyner, Jr. is, he probably won’t annotate Ed Joyner, Jr., to tell reporters in Norfolk as a positive

example. But a user might unconsciously use his background knowledge that Obama lives in

Washington DC so if he appears in Chicago, he must travel to the city. So he may annotate

Barack Obama tells reporters in Chicago as a positive example. Unfortunately, it is very

hard to capture such background knowledge when learning a relation extractor. So this positive

example may finally teach the extractors to extract travel to (Barack Obama, Washington DC)

from Barack Obama tells reporters in Washington DC and travel to (Ed Joyner, Norfolk)

from Ed Joyner, Jr., to tell reporters in Norfolk, which causes errors.

Compared with labeling sentences, it is much faster to label phrases. In addition, users cannot

use their background knowledge to make the predictions. Figure 5.1 shows the system overview

of NEWSSPIKE-SCALE. We will present the algorithm to find a set of trigger phrases in Sec-

tion 5.3. After annotation, we can employ the graphical model discussed in Chapter 4 to generate

the training sentences, but replacing the heuristic labeled phrases with the tagged trigger phrases.

5.3 Finding Trigger Phrases

The goal of this section is to design a mechanism that allows users to expend a minimal amount

of effort to tag a handful of examples that can substantially boost the extraction performance. To

pursue this goal, we need to determine:

• How to choose the most informative phrases to tag

• How to display them to users so they can efficiently read and tag them

To answer these questions, we will first introduce several observations, which connect the

annotation with the performance of the learned extractors. This will guide us to design an effective
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mechanism.

Our observation starts from the temporal functionality heuristics. Let p be a phrase, t1 and

t2 be two types, we call a tuple (p, t1, t2) matching an argument-labeled sentence (s, a1, a2, ps) if

p = ps and the types of ai are ti respectively. Similarly, we call (p, t1, t2) matching a NewsSpike if

it matches at least one of the sentences in the NewsSpike.

When e(t1, t2) is the target relation and (e, t1, t2) matches a NewsSpike, since the sentences

tend to be coherent in that NewsSpike, it is likely that they are good training sentences. From

the viewpoint of a particular phrase p, if it appears in many different NewsSpikes which can be

matched by (e, t1, t2), it is highly likely that p is a paraphrase of e and can suggest the target

relation e(t1, t2). We would like to collect the tags for p because it is either a true positive, which

can teach the extractor to bring many correct extractions, or it is a related but different phrase,

which can become useful negative examples in the graphical model of NEWSSPIKE-RE.

Observation 1 For an event relation e(t1, t2), if a phrase p appears in many NewsSpikes that are

matching (e, t1, t2), the tag of p could be informative for learning the extractors.

Remember that we usually use precision and recall to evaluate how well an extractor does. The

precision is computed by tp/(tp + fp), where tp and fp are true positives and false positives. An

extractor will get a low precision score if it predicts many false positives. Our second observation

is that not all phrases are equally dangerous in terms of reducing precision. To understand that,

suppose there is a NewsSpike containing these sentences

AT&T buys DirectTV.

AT&T meets with DirectTV. . .

If the second sentence AT&T meets with DirectTV is accidentally included in the training sen-

tences, it could teach the extractor to extract buy (organization, organization) from all sentences

containing the phrases meet with. Unfortunately, meet with is a very common phrase in English,

which means that this incorrect training sentence has the potential to result in a huge amount of

false positive extractions, and therefore ruin the precision of the extractor. This leads to our second
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observation:

Observation 2 Incorrectly including a training sentence for a common phrase gives the tag of that

common phrase a high impact for the learner, and could result in a large amount of false positives.

As we discussed in Section 5.2, it is more efficient to annotate phrases than sentences. Tagging

phrases could be thought of as a way of quickly tagging a cluster of sentences that share a similar

expression.

Note that in NewsSpikes, there can be many sentences that are lexically similar. For example,

we find the following sentences in a NewsSpike:

AOL acquires Adops.

AT&T announces deal to acquire DirectTV.

Google’s bid to acquire Motorola Mobile . . .

IBM announces its plan to acquire Worklight.

These four sentences have four different event phrases acquire, announce deal to acquire,

bid to acquire, announces its plan to acquire, while they share the same head word acquire.

Obviously, it is a waste of effort to ask a user to tag all of them, because they are so similar to each

other. What if we only pick one of them and present it to a user? In fact, it is quite dangerous to

do this: suppose we choose IBM announces its plan to acquire Worklight, a user could tag it as

negative because the sentence does not present the fact buy (organization, organization). Unfor-

tunately, this negative tag might teach the graphical model that all sentences containing acquire

are not good training data and further result in the exclusion of all good extractions with the word

acquire. How could we solve this problem? We propose to present a cluster to users,

Observation 3 It is more efficient to tag a cluster of event phrases sharing the same head word.

The above three observations inspire us to introduce a multi-level tagging mechanism. For

every event relation e(t1, t2), it has four levels. The first level is the trigger word level. Users will

see a set of trigger words, which are strongly related to the target relation, such as acquire and

deal for buy (organization, organization). The second level is the phrase level. For each trigger
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word, users will see a set event phrases sharing that trigger word. For the instance of acquire, we

will present acquire, announces deal to acquire, bid to acquire, etc. The third level is in-spike

sentence level, where we present the sentences from NewsSpikes that match the tuple (e, t1, t2).

For example, suppose there is a NewsSpike containing

AOL acquires Adops.

AOL buys Adops.

We will present the above two sentences. The goal of this level is to tell users how the trigger

word is related to the target relation. The fourth level is the general sentence level. This level is

inspired by the second observation, which says that it is necessary to let users know how the trigger

word and the cluster of event phrases would perform on the general corpus. Suppose the cluster of

the event phrases are P , we find a set of sentences matching (p, t1, t2) where p ∈ P .

Figure 5.2 shows an example of presenting two trigger words acquire and deal for the event

relation buy (organization, organization). The advantage of the multi-level tagging mechanism

is that it allows users to quickly tag trigger words in which they are confident, which are true in

most cases (e.g. acquire). And it also allows users to scrutinize the context when they need more

information, which can avoid many future extraction errors (e.g. deal).

To select the top trigger words, we first score every phrase by the number of times it appears

in NewsSpikes that match the event relation. Then we group phrases together by their head word,

and score the head word by summing up the scores of its individual members. We choose the

words with the highest scores as the trigger words and present them to users, together with the

corresponding cluster of event phrases, in-spike sentences and general sentences.

5.4 Empirical Evaluation

In this evaluation section, we are answering two questions:

• Could NEWSSPIKE-SCALE allow users to easily create a large, extensible ontology with many

event relations, and to quickly tag trigger words for them?

• Could the event extractors learned from the generated training sentences on top of the trigger
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Figure 5.2: An example of two trigger words acquire and deal for the event relation buy (orga-
nization, organization). We present the trigger words, the clusters of event phrases, the in-spike
sentences and the general sentences in four different levels respectively. Users are asked to tag the
trigger words.

event relation trigger words
dominate(organization,organization) dominate beat defeat crush rout win vs. trounce blow shut
live in(person,location) live die arrest base day enter fly reside resident visit
lose to(person,person) lose beat fall knock oust defeat stun vs. face return
pay(organization,money) pay agree purchase fine settle settlement buy deal spend buy
play(person/actor,person) play star portray return character reprise cast role aka impersonate
report(organization,time) report release show reveal confirm publish note estimate obtain warn
score(person,number) score add point chip finish contribute drop hit lead match
warn(location,location) warn accuse threaten urge blame action give attack demand talk
warn(person,person) warn urge meet speak threaten talk caution give play press
win at(person,location) win race celebrate dominate lead claim earn flag conquer cruise

Table 5.1: Example trigger words for users to tag
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words achieve high and robust extraction performance?

In Section 5.4.2, we introduce a method to collect a parallel news stream corpus, and the way we

split the training and testing data. In Section 5.4.2, we present how we create the large ontology

with 150 event relations, and how much time it costs to tag the trigger words for these relations.

In Section 5.4.3, we show the performance of NEWSSPIKE-SCALE and compare it with other

systems.

5.4.1 Parallel Dataset

We follow the procedure described in Zhang and Weld [139] to collect parallel news streams and

generate the NewsSpikes: first, we get news seeds and query the Bing newswire search engine

to gather additional, time-stamped news articles on a similar topic; next, we extract OpenIE tu-

ples from the news articles and group the sentences that share the same arguments and dates into

NewsSpikes. We collected the news stream corpus from March 1st, 2013 to April 1st, 2015. We

split the dataset into two parts: in the training phrase, we use the news streams in 2013 and 2014 to

provide the trigger words and to generate the training sentences (NS14). In the testing phrase, we

run the learned extractors on the sentences from news in 2015 (NS15). The parallel news streams

is publicly available 1.

5.4.2 Ontology and Tagged Trigger words

To create a large ontology, we find all (p, t1, t2) where p is an event phrase and ti are event types.

Each tuple corresponds to a candidate event. We rank these candidate events by the number of

NewsSpikes they can match in the training set NS14. Thereafter, we present 1000 candidates to

users, together with the brief summary of the NewsSpikes they match.

What users need to do is to select the event relations that interest them by assigning 0 or 1 to

each candidate relation. In this way, the author selected 150 event relations in less than 2 hours

among the 1000 candidates. We show the resulting relations in Table 5.2.

1http://www.cs.washington.edu/ai/clzhang/nsre2/sentences.tokens.gz and http://
www.cs.washington.edu/ai/clzhang/nsre2/sentences.articleIDs.gz
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Our next step is to tag trigger words for every target relation. We follow the mechanism pro-

posed in Section 5.3 and select 20 trigger words for every relation. In addition, we attach them

with the corresponding event phrase clusters, in-spike sentences and general sentences. Figure 5.1

shows 10 example event relations and the selected trigger words. We use bold fonts to indicate

these positive triggers.

It takes a user about 15 hours to tag all trigger words. On average, it costs only about 6 minutes

to tag one relation. Is such a cost worthwhile? We will show how these tags can boost the extraction

performance.

5.4.3 Performance of Event Extraction

Given the tagged trigger words, we use them on the graphical model of NEWSSPIKE-RE as de-

scribed in Section 4.4. We generate the training sentences from NS14 dataset and then learn

the extractor as described in Section 4.5. We run the extractors on NS15 dataset. We compare

NEWSSPIKE-SCALE to the following two systems:

• NEWSSPIKE-BASE: Notice that the sentences in the NewsSpikes are highly coherent. In this

system, we simply use all sentences from NewsSpikes that match e(t1, t2) as the training sen-

tences for the target relation. For example, when there is a NewsSpike AOL acquires Adops.

AOL buys Adops. AOL talks with Adops. All three sentences are treated as good training

data. This method will introduce some errors, but it tends to have high recall.

• NEWSSPIKE-RE: We generate the training sentences for the 150 relations without using any

tagged trigger words as described in Chapter 4. That is, this system is an unsupervised system.

Similar to the empirical study in Chapter 4, we create a pool of extractions by merging the

extractions from three systems together. Since the task of event extraction from sentences having

different event phrases is more challenging and more interesting, we focus our evaluation on those

diverse sentences. We label 20 extractions for every relation and use them as a gold set to compute

precision and recall.
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Figure 5.3: Precision pseudo-recall curves for all 150 event relations. NEWSSPIKE-SCALE has
AUC 0.79, 25% higher than NEWSSPIKE-RE (0.63) and 54% higher than NEWSSPIKE-BASE

(0.51)

Figure 5.3 shows the precision pseudo-recall curve for all sentences for the three systems.

NEWSSPIKE-SCALE outperforms the competing systems by a considerable margin. For exam-

ple, the area under the curve (AUC) of NEWSSPIKE-SCALE for all sentences is 0.79 while that

of NEWSSPIKE-RE and NEWSSPIKE-BASE are 0.63 and 0.54. This is a 54% increase over

NEWSSPIKE-BASE and a 25% increase over NEWSSPIKE-RE. Similar increases in AUC are

observed on F1.

Table 5.3 further lists the breakdown numbers. For space limitation, we only list 30 randomly

chosen event relation, as well as the micro and macro average for all 150 relations. Compared

with NEWSSPIKE-RE and NEWSSPIKE-BASE , NEWSSPIKE-SCALE obtains the best F1 on 108

out of 150 relations, and best AUC on 107 out of 150 relations. NEWSSPIKE-RE is also suc-

cessful for many relations. It further shows that our proposed unsupervised approach can effec-

tively exploit the parallel news streams and build accurate extractors. It is interesting to see that

NEWSSPIKE-BASE performs reasonably well in several relations. It proves the quality of parallel
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Figure 5.4: Comparing the robustness of three systems. For each system, we bin the Area Under
the Curve (AUC) numbers by the scale of 0.1 and compute the number of event relations falling in
the bins, and then show curves of the frequencies. More than half of the 150 relations have AUC
above 0.90 for NEWSSPIKE-SCALE.
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news streams and encourages us to design new algorithms and applications over them.

To further show the robustness of the three systems, we show the AUC frequency distributions

in Figure 5.4. For each system, we compute the AUC numbers for every relation and then bin

the AUC numbers by the scale of 0.1; we compute the number of event relations falling in the

bins, and show the curves of the frequencies. It is clear that more than half of the relations for

NEWSSPIKE-SCALE fall in the left, high-performance bin, which the curves for NEWSSPIKE-RE

and NEWSSPIKE-BASE are more flat. It shows that NEWSSPIKE-SCALE is more robust and stable

with the least amount of human effort.

5.5 Conclusion

Popular distant supervised approaches have limited ability to handle event extraction, since fluent

facts are highly time dependent and often do not exist in any knowledge base. NEWSSPIKE-RE

was a step forward, with a novel unsupervised approach for event extraction that exploits par-

allel news streams. In this chapter, we extend NEWSSPIKE-RE to NEWSSPIKE-SCALE , a semi-

supervised approach that enables event extraction on large, extensible ontologies. NEWSSPIKE-SCALE

allows users to specify the target relation with great freedom, so it is able to work on large, extensi-

ble ontologies. NEWSSPIKE-SCALE introduces a new mechanism for users to tag the most infor-

mative trigger words. NEWSSPIKE-SCALE then uses the users’ input to learn a graphical model to

generate the training sentences for the target relations.

Experiments on an ontology with 150 event relations confirms the efficiency of the method

for creating the ontology and tagging the trigger words. Experiments further demonstrate the

high quality of the learned relation extractors and confirm the importance of the human effort.

The area under the curve (AUC) of NEWSSPIKE-SCALE for all sentences is 0.79 while that

of NEWSSPIKE-RE and NEWSSPIKE-BASE are 0.63 and 0.54. This is a 54% increase over

NEWSSPIKE-BASE and 25% increase over NEWSSPIKE-RE. In addition, the frequency distri-

bution chart on by-relation AUC numbers confirms the robustness of the proposed system.
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accuse(location,location) accuse(person,person) acknowledge(person,time)
acquire(organization,person) activate(organization,person) admit(person,person)
agree(location,time) allow(organization,organization) apologize to(person,person)
apologize(person,time) approve(organization,organization) arrive in(person,location)
arrive in(person,time) assure(person,person) attend(person,organization)
beat(organization,organization) beat(person,person) begin(location,time)
believe(person,person) buy(organization,organization) cast as(person,person)
challenge(person,person) confirm(person,time) confront(person,person)
congratulate(person,person) criticize(person,person) defend(person,person)
deny(organization,organization) die at(person,number) die in(person,location)
die in(person,time) die(person,number) die(person,time)
dominate(organization,organization) earn(organization,money) earn(person,money)
embrace(person,person) end(location,time) engage to(person,person)
enter(person,organization) expect(organization,person) extend(organization,person)
face up to(person,number) fall to(organization,number) fall(organization,percent)
fire(organization,person) follow(person,person) grow up in(person,location)
guide(person,organization) hit(person,person) hope(organization,person)
host(organization,organization) improve to(organization,number) insist(person,person)
insist(person,time) interview(person,person) join(person,person)
kill(person,person) lead(organization,number) lead(person,organization)
lead(person,person) leave(person,location) leave(person,organization)
live in(person,location) lose to(organization,organization) lose to(person,person)
lose(organization,money) lose(organization,number) lose(organization,person)
love(person,person) marry in(person,location) marry(person,person)
meet in(location,location) meet with(person,person) meet(organization,time)
mock(person,person) name(organization,person) nominate(person,person)
offer(organization,money) offer(organization,person) open up about(person,person)
order(organization,organization) pass(person,person) pay tribute to(person,person)
pay(organization,money) pick up(person,ordinal) place(organization,person)
play at(org/sportsteam,location) play(organization,organization) play(person/actor,person)
play(person,time) praise(person,person) present(person,person)
reach out to(person,person) recall(organization,person) recommend(org,org)
replace(person,person) report(organization,person) report(organization,time)
resign(person,time) retire from(person,organization) return to(person,location)
return to(person,organization) reunite with(person,person) rise to(location,number)
rise(organization,percent) rule(organization,time) run(person,organization)
save(person,organization) score for(person,organization) score with(person,number)
score(person,number) shake hand with(person,person) shoot(person,number)
sign with(person,organization) sign(organization,person) sit down with(person,person)
speak at(person,organization) speak in(person,location) speak with(person,person)
spend(person,time) split from(person,person) stay in(person,location)
sue(organization,organization) suspend(organization,person) talk(person,person)
testify before(person,organization) testify on(person,location) testify(person,time)
trade(organization,person) turn(person,number) unveil(organization,product)
urge(location,location) urge(person,location) urge(person,organization)
visit(person,location) visit(person,person) vote(organization,number)
vote(organization,time) warn(location,location) warn(person,location)
warn(person,person) warn(person,time) welcome(person,person)
win at(person,location) win(org/sportsteam,number) win(organization,time)
win(person,award) withdraw from(person,event) work at(person,organization)

Table 5.2: An ontology with 150 event relations
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Event
F1 @ max recall area u/ PR curve

# N-Scale N-RE N-b N-Scale N-RE N-b
acknowledge(person,time) 4 1.0 1.0 0.55 1.0 1.0 0.30
allow(organization,organization) 4 1.0 1.0 0.73 1.0 1.0 0.37
apologize to(person,person) 3 1.0 1.0 0.40 1.0 1.0 0.23
beat(person,person) 9 0.95 0.74 0.62 0.99 0.61 0.34
buy(organization,organization) 12 0.96 0.87 0.77 0.92 0.77 0.70
challenge(person,person) 5 0.89 0.57 0.53 0.80 0.40 0.31
criticize(person,person) 11 0.95 0.71 0.85 0.91 0.55 0.92
dominate(organization,organization) 4 0.86 0.67 0.36 0.75 0.50 0.13
end(location,time) 2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
engage to(person,person) 9 0.95 1.0 0.82 0.74 1.0 0.64
face up to(person,number) 6 0.91 0.80 1.0 0.83 0.67 1.0
grow up in(person,location) 4 1.0 0.67 0.80 1.0 0.50 0.80
hit(person,person) 4 0.25 0.73 0.44 0.03 0.39 0.42
host(organization,organization) 12 0.96 0.59 0.75 0.84 0.42 0.70
improve to(organization,number) 2 1.0 0.67 1.0 1.0 0.50 1.0
insist(person,time) 4 0.89 1.0 0.62 0.94 1.0 0.27
leave(person,organization) 6 0.83 0.67 0.52 0.80 0.61 0.27
lose(organization,person) 5 0.89 0.33 0.91 0.80 0.20 0.86
offer(organization,person) 3 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.67 0.67 0.60
pay tribute to(person,person) 6 0.91 0.67 0.71 0.83 0.50 0.54
play(person/actor,person) 16 0.84 0.84 0.89 0.77 0.78 0.92
shoot(person,number) 10 1.0 0.89 0.95 1.0 0.80 0.98
sign(organization,person) 9 0.80 0.50 0.64 0.67 0.33 0.52
sit down with(person,person) 2 1.0 0.80 0.40 1.0 0.42 0.13
sue(organization,organization) 7 0.88 0.73 0.64 0.94 0.57 0.53
testify before(person,organization) 2 0.67 0.67 1.0 0.50 0.50 1.0
turn(person,number) 4 1.0 1.0 0.86 1.0 1.0 0.91
urge(person,organization) 9 0.62 0.56 0.62 0.44 0.42 0.38
visit(person,person) 10 0.95 0.75 0.95 0.90 0.60 0.87
warn(person,time) 2 1.0 1.0 0.18 1.0 1.0 0.06
win(person,award) 13 0.92 0.88 0.90 0.81 0.76 0.75
micro average 843 0.88 0.77 0.66 0.79 0.63 0.51
macro average 6 0.90 0.80 0.74 0.84 0.71 0.62

Table 5.3: Performance of extractors by event relation, reporting both F1 at maximum recall and
the area under the PR curve. The # column shows the number of true extractions in the pool
of sampled output. NEWSSPIKE-SCALE (labeled N-scale) outperforms two implementations of
NEWSSPIKE-RE (See chapter 4 for details).
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Chapter 6

RELATED WORK

In this chapter, we discuss the related work of relation extraction, ontology mapping, para-

phrasing, and smart annotation with crowdsourcing.

6.1 Relation Extraction

6.1.1 Supervised Methods

Supervised learning approaches (Soderland et al. [113]) have been widely developed for relation

extraction. They often focus on a hand-crafted ontology and train the extractor with manually

created training data. They often need sets of positive and negative training sentences. For each

sentence, a set of features can be extracted from the text. Based on the features, classifiers can be

learned to predict new sentences with the corresponding feature vectors. Kambhatla [58] proposed

a set of syntactic and semantic features for relation extraction and further used a log-linear model.

Zhao and Grishman [140] used SVM with polynomial kernels for classifying different relations,

while Guodong et al. [48] also used SVM but applied linear kernels.

Since relation extraction involves structured representation, it is natural to exploit richer rep-

resentations from the sentences. String kernels were discussed in Lodhi et al. [72], where the

similarity between two strings is computed based on the number of subsequences that are common

to both of them. Mooney et al. [81] used the word context around the name entities for extracting

protein interactions from MEDLINE abstracts. In contrast to the bag-of-words kernels, dependen-

cy trees of the sentences could be exploited for kernels. Zelenko et al. [135] replaced the strings

in the kernel with a structured shallow parse tree built on the sentence. Culotta and Sorensen [33]

used another form of rich structural information from trees. Bunescu and Mooney [21] proposed

to use the shortest path between the two entities in a dependency parse to represent the relationship
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between the entities.

Supervised methods can offer high precision and recall in some situations when appropriate

training sets are provided. Unfortunately, finding a suitable set of sentences for annotators to label

is a very challenging problem, which makes the annotation prohibitively expensive. The lack of

training data makes the supervised methods hard to scale up to large sets of relations. Supervised

methods were also developed for event extraction. But they are often domain-specific (e.g. biolog-

ical events(Riedel et al. [97], McClosky et al. [77]) and entertainment events (Benson et al. [15]),

Reichart and Barzilay [95]), and are hard to scale over the events on the Web.

6.1.2 Distant Supervised Methods

Distant supervision (also known as weak- or self- supervision) refers to a broad class of methods:

Craven and Kumlien [32] introduced the idea by matching the Yeast Protein Database (YPD) to the

abstracts of papers in PubMed and training a Naive Bayes extractor. Bellare and McCallum [13]

used a database of BibTex records to train a CRF extractor on 12 bibliographic relations.

Several relation extraction systems were built based on collaboratively built Wikipedia articles.

The Kylin system applied distant supervision to learn relations from Wikipedia, treating infoboxes

as the associated database [125]; Wu et al. [124] extended the system to use smoothing over an

automatically generated infobox taxonomy. Hoffmann et al. [51] describe a system similar to

Kylin, but which dynamically generates lexicons in order to handle sparse data, learning over 5000

infobox relations with an average F1 score of 61%. Note that the text of Wikipedia is very different

from other text. For example, a common assumption is that an article focuses on an individual

entity, which is not true in general articles. Thus the extractors learned from Wikipedia text could

hardly be applied immediately to text from other resources.

Mintz et al. [80] proposed to learn relation extractors by matching Freebase facts to news ar-

ticles. In this way, the extractors are more general and could predict relations over Web text. Yao

et al. [131] perform distant supervision, while using selectional preference constraints to joint-

ly reason about entity types. Riedel et al. [100], combine distant supervision and multi-instance

learning in a more sophisticated manner, training a graphical model, which assumes only that at
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least one of the matches between the arguments of a Freebase fact and sentences in the corpus is a

true relational mention. MultiR (Hoffman et al. [54]) presents a novel approach for multi-instance

learning with overlapping relations that combines a sentence-level extraction model with a sim-

ple, corpus-level component for aggregating the individual facts. Surdeanu et al. [118] extended

MultiR by jointly modeling both multiple instances and multiple labels.

Matrix factorization can be used for distant supervision by considering the sentences as the

rows of a matrix, and the features or patterns created from the sentences as the columns, in which

some of the rows are treated as weakly labeled. Nickel et al. [85] factorize YAGO to predict new

links. Universal Schema [98] was proposed to treat the surface strings, dependency paths, and

relations from KBs as equal “schemas,” and then to exploit the correlation between the instances

and the schemas from a very large unlabeled corpus. In this work, Riedel et al. evaluated only on

static relations from Freebase and achieved state-of-the-art performance. But Universal Schemas

can be adapted to handle events, by introducing the events as schemas and heuristically finding

seed instances.

Distant supervision can use a vast amount of training sentences for free, where there is a cor-

responding table in the knowledge base. However, there are several limitations of distant supervi-

sion. First, it is often hard to locate the table of interest in the database. For example, the relation

schema is isCoachedBy(athlete, coach) while the database has tables player(person, team)

and coach(person, team) for different sports. It is necessary to consider join, projection and

selection to find the correct database views over the background knowledge base. We proposed

ontological smoothing to address this problem. Second, people usually only populate static facts

to knowledge bases, which makes it hard to apply distant supervised methods on dynamic event

relations, such as travel to(person, location). To address this problem, we generate training da-

ta from parallel news streams, which exclusively contain a large variety of fluents and dynamic

events. Third, distant supervision often creates very noisy training sentences, especially for the

time-dependent relations. Although there are techniques like multi-instance and multi-label learn-

ing, it is still hard to create high precision and high recall extractors from sentences of extremely

low quality. This work exploits the temporal correspondences to generate high quality training
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sentences to address this problem.

There are other approaches that target different kinds of background knowledge. Some ap-

proaches (Chang et al. [25], Smith and Eisner [110], Bellare and McCallum [14]) allows learning

with soft constraints - for example, in the form of labeled features. WordNet [115] could be used

to learn more general extraction patterns, and Cohen and Sarawagi [29] used domain-specific dic-

tionaries. Hierarchical structure of an ontology (McCallum et al. [76], Wu and Weld [124]) was

leveraged to smooth parameter estimates of a learned model.

6.1.3 Open Information Extraction

Open Information Extraction systems perform self-supervised learning of relation-independent ex-

tractors. They do not assume a set of relations pre-defined in an ontology, but use the surface

strings from the text to represent the relations. The advantage of Open IE systems is that they can

read arbitrary text from any domain on the Web, and extract meaningful information by converting

the unstructured text into tuples and tables.

Preemptive IE (Shinyama and Sekine [107]) and On-Demand IE (Sekine [105]) avoid relation-

specific extractors, but rely on document and entity clustering, which is too costly for Web-scale IE.

The first Web-scale Open IE system was TextRunner [7, 8], which used a Naive Bayes model with

unlexicalized POS and NP-chunk features, and trained using examples heuristically generated from

the Penn Treebank. The WOE systems [127] introduced by Wu and Weld make use of Wikipedia as

a source of training data for their extractors, which leads to further improvements over TextRunner.

Reverb [41] uses shallow syntactic processing to identify relation phrases that begin with a verb

and occur between the argument phrases. OLLIE (Mausam et al. [104]) expanded the syntactic

scope of relation phrases to cover a much larger number of relation expressions, and expanded

the Open IE representation to allow additional context information such as attribution and clausal

modifiers. An OpenIE system was also proposed to extract events (Ritter et al. [101]) from Twitter

data.

Open IE methods can scale to millions of documents by performing self-supervised learning

of relation-independent extractions. But they are unable to output canonicalized relations. As a
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result, applications built upon Open IE must deal with homonymy and synonymy challenges. In

this work, we use Open IE systems to convert text to semi-structured tuples and use them as the

names of the event relations, and also the event phrases in NEWSSPIKE-RE’s graphical models.

6.1.4 Unsupervised Learning

Unsupervised approaches have been developed for relation discovery and extractions. These algo-

rithms are usually based on some clustering assumptions over a large unlabeled corpus. Common

assumptions include the distributional used by Hasegawa et al. [50] and Shinyama and Sekine [109],

latent topic assumption by Yao et al. [133, 132], and low rank assumption by Takamatsu et al. [120]

and Riedel et al. [98]. Since the assumptions largely rely on co-occurrence, previous unsupervised

approaches tended to confuse correlated but semantically different phrases during extraction.

Poon and Domingos [89] proposed Unsupervised Semantic Parsing to transform dependency

trees into quasi-logical forms and cluster them by their semantics. Their OntoUSP system [91]

extended the USP technique to the problem of knowledge acquisition from text. Markov Logic

Network is used to encode the human knowledge and rules in first order logic rules to improve

the clustering performance. But it can also be very time consuming to develop many rules when

we scale up the techniques to large ontologies. In addition, these rules can easily become too

complicated for even modern computers to do inference and learning.

In contrast to previous approaches, our unsupervised system NEWSSPIKE-RE largely avoids

these errors by exploiting the temporal negation heuristic in parallel news streams. In addition,

unlike many unsupervised algorithms requiring human effort to canonicalize the clusters, our work

automatically discovers events with readable names.

6.1.5 Bootstrapping

Bootstrapping is another common extraction technique. This typically takes a set of seeds as input,

which can be ground instances or key phrases. The algorithms then iteratively generate more

positive instances and phrases. Brin [20] proposed the Dual Iterative Pattern Relation Expansion
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(DIPRE) method to identify authors of books. Snowball (Agichtein and Gravano [1]) has similar

system architecture as DIPRE to extract locate in relations. Huang and Riloff [57] proposed a

bootstrapped dictionary to recognize civil unrest events.

While there are some successful examples of bootstrapping on small ontologies, the challenge

is to avoid semantic drift when it is applied on a large scale. Kozareva and Hovy [62, 56, 61] sug-

gested ways to avoid this problem by using doubly-anchored patterns as well as graph structures.

Large-scale systems often require extra processing such as manual validation between the itera-

tions or additional negative seeds as the input. The NELL system [23] had the initial knowledge

consisting of a selectional preference constraint and 20 ground fact seeds. NELL then matched

entity pairs from the seeds to a Web corpus, but instead of learning a probabilistic model, it boot-

strapped a set of extraction patterns using semi-supervised methods for multi-task learning. The

SOFIE system [117] integrated logical constraint reasoning with pattern-based bootstrapping, and

cast the problem into Max-Sat solver. PROSPERA [83] extended this with a new notion of n-gram

item sets for richer patterns.

6.2 Ontology Mapping

Dhamankar et al. [35] define schema matching to be the first step in the process of constructing

a mapping, i.e. a function converting descriptions of objects in one ontology into corresponding

descriptions in another. We consider ontologies comprised of types (unary relations, also known

as concepts, organized in a taxonomy) and binary relations. Relations may connect two types

(e.g., Person) or may link a type to a primitive value, such as numbers, dates and strings (e.g.,

BirthDate), which are often called attributes or properties. Each type is associated with a set of

instances, called entities.

A mapping from a background ontology onto a target ontology is a set of partial functions

whose ranges are entities, types and relations in the target ontology. Ullman [121] noted that

these mappings can be thought of as view definitions, e.g. defined using SQL operations such as

selection, projection, join and union.

Euzenat and Shvaiko [40], Rahm and Bernstein [92] carve the set of approaches for ontology
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Figure 6.1: Classification of selected ontology matching systems, based on Euzenat and
Shvaiko[40].

matching into several dimensions. The input of the matching algorithm can be schema-based,

instance-based or mixed. The output can be an alignment (i.e., a one-to-one function between

objects in the two ontologies) or a complex mapping (e.g., defined as a view). Figure 6.1 plots

some previous methods along these dimensions.

The majority of existing systems focus on the alignment problem. Doan et al. [36] present

GLUE, which casts alignment of two taxonomies into classification and uses learning techniques.

The more recent system by Wick and McCallum [123] applies a learning approach to a single

probabilistic model that considers all matching decisions jointly. While these systems operate on

instances, others align schemas: Cupid [73] matches tree-structures in three phases, that include

linguistic matching, structural matching, and aggregation. COMA++[6] enables parallel compo-

sition of matching algorithms. Niepert et al. [86] propose a joint probabilistic model based on

Markov logic. QOM [39] matches both, instances and schemas, and is able to trade off between

efficiency and quality.

Far less work has been done with finding complex mappings between ontologies. Artemis [24]

creates global views using hierarchical clustering of database schema elements. MapOnto [2]

produces mapping rules between two schemas expressed as Horn clauses. Miller et al.’s tool

Clio [78][79] generates complex SQL queries as mappings, and ranks these by heuristics.

For ontological smoothing to work, it is essential that one can find complex mappings involving
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selections, projections, joins, and unions. While MapOnto and Clio handle complex mappings,

they are semi-automatic tools that depend on user guidance. In contrast, we designed VELVET

to be fully autonomous. Unlike the other two, VELVET uses a probabilistic representation and

performs joint inference to find the best mapping.

6.3 Paraphrasing

The vast majority of paraphrasing work falls into two categories: approaches based on the distribu-

tional hypothesis or on correspondences between parallel corpora (Anfroutsopoulos and Malaka-

siotis [3] and Madnani and Dorr [74]).

6.3.1 Using Distributional Similarity

Lin and Pantel’s DIRT [67] employs mutual information statistics to compute the similarity be-

tween relations represented in dependency paths. Resolver [134] introduces a new similarity met-

ric called the Extracted Shared Property (ESP) and uses a probabilistic model to merge ESP with

surface string similarity.

Identifying the semantic equivalence of relation phrases is also called relation discovery or

unsupervised semantic parsing. Often, techniques don’t compute the similarity explicitly but rely

implicitly on the distributional hypothesis. Poon and Domingos’ USP [90] clusters relations repre-

sented with fragments of dependency trees by repeatedly merging relations having similar context.

Yao et al. [132, 133] introduces generative models for relation discovery using an LDA-style al-

gorithm over a relation-feature matrix. Chen et al. [26] focuses on domain-dependent relation dis-

covery, extending a generative model with meta-constraints from lexical, syntactic, and discourse

regularities.

Our NEWSSPIKE-PARA solves a major problem with these approaches, avoiding errors such

as confusing synonyms with antonyms and causes with effects. Furthermore, NEWSSPIKE-PARA

doesn’t require massive statistical evidence as do most approaches based on the distributional hy-

pothesis.
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6.3.2 Using Parallel Corpora

Comparable and parallel corpora, including news streams and multiple translations of the same sto-

ry, have been used to generate paraphrases, both sentential (Barzilay and Lee [10], Dolan et al. [37],

Shinyama and Sekine [108]) and phrasal (Barzilay and McKeown [11], Shen et al. [106], Pang et al. [87]).

Typical methods first gather relevant articles and then pair sentences that are potential paraphrases.

Given a training set of paraphrases, models are learned and applied to unlabeled pairs (Dolan and

Brockett [38], Socher et al. [112]). Phrasal paraphrases are often obtained by running an alignment

algorithm over the paraphrased sentence pairs.

While prior work uses the temporal aspects of news streams as a coarse filter, it largely re-

lies on text metrics, such as context similarity and edit distance, to make predictions and align-

ments. These metrics are usually insufficient to produce high precision results; moreover they

tend to produce paraphrases that are simple lexical variants (e.g. {go to, go into}.). In contrast,

NEWSSPIKE-PARA generates relation clusters with both high precision and high diversity.

In recent years, the Paraphrase Database (PPDB)1 has been constructed by exploiting the bilin-

gual parallel corpora. PPDB version 1.0 [46] follows Bannard and Callison-Burch [9]’s bilingual

pivoting method, which assumes that two English strings that translate to the same foreign string

have the same meaning. PPDB version 2.0 [45] includes a discriminatively re-ranked set of para-

phrases that achieve a higher correlation with human judgments than PPDB version 1.0’s heuristic

rankings. Although PPDB and other paraphrase datasets have been shown useful for a variety of

natural language processing tasks, they are not enough to learn the relation extractors for several

reasons: first, the semantics of the paraphrases are often context dependent; second, the generated

paraphrases are often in small clusters and it remains challenging to merge them for the purpose of

training an extractor. Finally, a reliable source of negative training data is needed to complement

even a large set of paraphrases, and these negative examples are best if they are “near misses.”

Our work extends previous paraphrasing techniques, notably that of Zhang and Weld [139], but we

focus on generating high-quality positive and negative training sentences for the discovered events

1http://paraphrase.org/#/
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in order to learn extractors with high precision and recall.

6.3.3 Other Related Work

Textual entailment [34], which finds a phrase implying another phrase, is closely related to the

paraphrasing task. Berant et al. [16] notes the flaws in distributional similarity and proposes local

entailment classifiers, which are able to combine many features. Lin et al. [68] also use temporal

information to detect the semantics of entities. In a manner similar to our approach, Recasen-

s et al. [94] mine parallel news stories to find opaque coreferent mentions.

6.4 Crowdsourcing and Relation Extraction Tools

We have seen that a traditional supervised learning framework is not enough for relation extraction,

since it is extremely hard to locate an appropriate set of examples for users to annotate. So a natural

question is, could we design some smart strategies that could collect human intelligence for relation

extraction? One idea is to first let a large amount of workers annotate the dataset, and then merge

the annotations correctly. The second idea is to implement relation extraction tools that allow users

to quickly build their extractors.

The crowdsourcing platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk and oDesk make it less costly to

annotate training examples. In particular, an active learning framework could be used to select the

most informative data.

Since most annotation is performed by unevenly-trained crowdsourced workers, errors could be

rampant. It is common practice to request a dozen or more duplicate labels to ensure peak annota-

tion accuracy in natural language processing (Snow et al. [111]). The need to duplicate annotation

increases the cost of annotation and often invalidates current methods for active learning. Many

efforts have been used to enhance the simple majority vote mechanism. Whitehill et al. [122] and

others have developed a variety of expectation-maximization (EM)-style algorithms by learning

the worker’s skill levels. But learning worker’s skills could be very hard and costly. So decision-

theoretic control is proposed to decide which are the best questions to ask and allocate specific
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tasks to the most appropriate workers. CASCADE [27] created a globally consistent taxonomy by

crowdsourcing micro work from many individuals. DELUGE [19] improved CASCADE, using

significantly less crowd labor, but produced comparable quality results. CLOWDER [65] provides

the user with an adaptive programming language so that non-experts can write POMDPs without

knowing anything about them. Lin et al. [66] studied the problem of when it is more efficient to

relabel an existing example and when to label a new example.

The potential of using crowdsourcing for relation extraction attracts increasing interest nowa-

days and is an active relation area. Gormley et al. [47] introduced a design that allowed non-expert

to correct automatically generated relation annotations. Pershina et al. [88] and Angeli et al. [5]

proposed systems to combine the benefits of supervision for difficult examples with the coverage of

a large distantly supervised corpus, and achieved a significant performance increase. Liu et al. [71]

combined the crowdsourcing techniques with relation extraction algorithms, and showed that care-

ful attention to crowdsourcing quality control could yield much larger improvements.

Soderland et al. [114] showed that Open IE can form the basis of a high precision extractor

for a set of target relations, and the extractor can be built with a minimum of human knowledge

engineering in 3 hours. Hoffmann [52] designed Readr that allowed users to quickly and inter-

actively create rule-based extractors. SystemT [28] from IBM is built around AQL, a declarative

rule language enables an efficient execution plan for the annotator. Based on that, WizIE and other

systems [63, 129] lower the barriers to entry into text analytics for novice developers.

DeepDive [128] enables one to tackle extraction, integration, and prediction problems in a

single system. It allows users to rapidly construct sophisticated end-to-end data pipelines. They

have achieved remarkable success on many tasks, e.g. the 2014 KBP’s slot filling task [4].
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Chapter 7

FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, we would like to look at our challenges more broadly. We set ourselves the goal

of high performance relation extraction with minimal human effort. We have proposed ontological

smoothing and temporal correspondence techniques to approach this goal. What should be our

next milestones? How could we generalize our extraction task? How could we further improve the

extraction performance? How could we enable users to better use their effort? What changes need

to happen so we can reach these milestones?

In this work, we define our target relations in the form of the event phrases with the argument

types. It is a very natural way to represent the target relations, but it obviously is not the only way.

For example, what if the relation is described in a piece of text? Or the arguments of the relation

are not name entities? Or the relation has only one argument or multiple arguments? We believe

ontological smoothing and temporal correspondence would still be very useful. For ontological

smoothing, it first remains unclear how distant supervision itself could be applied to general rela-

tions. For example, when the target relation is a unary relation, simply using one name entity to

heuristically match the training sentences would be unlikely to result in a useful dataset. It would

be very important for us to develop advanced distantly supervised algorithms to handle this. Sec-

ond, we need to develop methods to create the complicated database views. It is probable that a

few seeds would not provide enough supervision for this purpose, so it might be more effective to

introduce some new mechanism and interfaces for users to define rules over the two ontologies.

These rules could further lead to the training examples for the relations. For temporal correspon-

dence, one simple idea would be using the collected paraphrases as the features on other relation

extraction systems. Another idea would be mapping the target relations to the e(t1, t2) relations.

It would certainly enhance the extraction performance if we could design specific extractors for
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different types of relations, based on the general temporal correspondence heuristics.

It is widely believed that unsupervised approaches are more promising for real learning prob-

lems because they do not need expensive labeled data. However, it is ironic that there are no “pure”

unsupervised settings in practice, because we need to label some examples for the purpose of eval-

uation. When we face a new real-world problem, the first challenge for us could often be the way

to evaluate the outputs instead of the learning algorithms. But it doesn’t mean that unsupervised

methods are not useful. Unsupervised learning methods could often quickly give us a reasonable

baseline, and their errors could tell us the challenges of the problem. Possibly, the unsupervised

learning methods alone may be good enough, but they could leave big room for improvement. Ac-

tive learning has been used to show which examples are most informative and worth labeling. But

note that, many times, the costs to develop the extractors could be even higher than the cost of an-

notations. So could we use unsupervised learning methods to tell the engineers how to develop the

extractor? In the future, we need to introduce some learning systems that combine the advantages

of both unsupervised and supervised learning for large-scale relation extraction. In particular, it

should peek at the large amounts of data and find out the best way for the developers to attack the

problem.

Nowadays, researchers have proposed many types of weakly supervised signals and shown

that algorithms learned from those weak signals could even outperform supervised learning meth-

ods. Usually it does not work very well to use these signals naively. So researchers proposed

various well-designed learning algorithms to encode these signals for the extractor. However, it

remains unclear how these weak supervised signals could be combined together for some greater

purpose? In particular, is it possible to design some general framework that allows users to apply

different learning signals flexibly? In pursuit of this goal, we need to propose some intermediate

component that makes the various signals become transparent to the underlying extractors, and

transmit the weak signals into the intermediate component. Furthermore, weak signals could be

used to evaluated the extractors. For example, previous work using distant supervision often eval-

uate the aggregate-level performance of the extractor merely based on entity pairs retrieved from

the knowledge base. These methods enable quick evaluations. But since there are many errors
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coming together with the weak signals, the precision recall numbers could be very inaccurate. It is

interesting to investigate how we could accurately evaluate the extractors with those weak learning

signals.

We discussed in the last chapter that researchers and industries are developing complex, inte-

grated extraction systems, such as SystemT and DeepDive. While individual learning algorithms

are important components in these integrated systems, the database engines and human interaction

interfaces are also crucial. In the future, we would like to incorporate ontological smoothing and

temporal correspondence into these integrated extraction systems. It is likely that users will find

novel heuristics from the datasets for their specific domains that we haven’t discovered.

Today, governments and industries have greatly benefited from relation extraction systems by

having the resources to hire expert operators to build the extractors. How could our work help

ordinary people? Question answering and search are two obvious areas in which relation extraction

could be helpful. In the future, we need to develop helpful software and applications for ordinary

users. Probably, the application should be built on top of today’s search platforms because users

would feel most comfortable using them. In addition, the techniques of relation extraction and

summarization could be combined to provide users smoother results.

We also hope to make our temporal correspondence heuristics more useful. In this work, we

focus on sentences sharing the same date. In this way, we can generate more accurate training

sentences. But it is natural to consider sentences from two different but close dates. By using them,

we could have greater opportunities to increase the recalls, but we are also facing the challenges

of reduced precision. It requires us to propose advanced observations and algorithms to handle the

challenges.
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Chapter 8

CONCLUSION

Relation extraction, the process of extracting structured information from natural language text,

grows increasingly important for Web search and question answering applications. Traditional

supervised approaches, which can achieve high precision and recall, are limited by the cost of

labeling training data. Distant supervision creates its own training data by matching the ground

instances of a knowledge base to the unlabeled text. But they are limited by the scope of relation

instances that have been populated into the knowledge bases. In particular, they cannot handle

event relations that are crucial for making informed decisions.

This dissertation considered two major ideas: ontological smoothing and temporal correspon-

dence. The idea of ontological smoothing is to map the target relations to database views over

a background knowledge base, and thus allow distant supervision to work on the user-specified

relations. The idea of temporal correspondence is to exploit the highly coherent sentences from

parallel news streams to provide accurate training sentences for the extractors.

We presented four systems, VELVET, NEWSSPIKE-PARA, NEWSSPIKE-RE, and NEWSSPIKE-SCALE-

based on ontological smoothing and temporal correspondence. VELVET generates a mapping be-

tween the target relations and a background knowledge base using database join, union, project,

and select operators. NEWSSPIKE-PARA avoids the confusion between synonyms and antonyms

and generates the paraphrases from parallel news streams. NEWSSPIKE-RE is an unsupervised

algorithm that discovers event relations and then learns to extract them. NEWSSPIKE-SCALE is a

semi-supervised algorithm that learns high performance event extractors for the user-specified re-

lations with minimal human effort. Our work makes progress toward solving many of the problems

related to large-scale relation extraction.
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Appendix A

RESOURCES FOR DISTRIBUTION

The dataset for VELVET is available at the following url: http://aiweb.cs.washington.

edu/ai/clzhang/velvet.tgz. It includes

• a dump of Freebase.

• the gold mapping from the target relations (NELL) to Freebase.

• the ontology mapping generated by VELVET.

The parallel news stream corpus from March 1st, 2013 to April 1st, 2015 is available in http:

//aiweb.cs.washington.edu/ai/clzhang/nsre2/sentences.tokens.gz

and http://aiweb.cs.washington.edu/ai/clzhang/nsre2/sentences.

articleIDs.gz

The dataset for NEWSSPIKE-PARA is available at the following url: http://aiweb.cs.

washington.edu/ai/clzhang/paraphrase.tgz. It includes

• the gold paraphrase clusters to learn the model.

• the generated paraphrases.

The code and dataset for NEWSSPIKE-RE and NEWSSPIKE-SCALE are available at the following

url: https://github.com/zhangcongle/NewsSpikeRe. It includes

• a crawler to collect the parallel news streams.

• an NLP pipeline that integrates Stanford parser, fine grained NER and open IE.

• the event extraction algorithms.

• the generated training sentences and the learned event extraction models.


